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Need Line preparing Christmas boxes

Parks Board
to seek grant
to help with
crumb rubber

Benefit luncheon
to help address
agency's needs
moan

Da
WINS
Slid Wilier
eed Line is gearing up
for Christmas with its
annual Christaxis boxes
program and a benefit leach sot
for Dec. 17.
Need Line Director Tana
Casey said food dosatimis costime to come in from churches
and others In the community
and are quickly filling up space
at the Need Line buddies on
Fourth Street She said valueseers wend be at the beading
sea Siodemeday. Dec. 15, aid
next Priday. Dec. 17,penes the
Christmas boxes together.
She said Briggs ft Stream
wand be kgraing them a mobile
conveyer bob in help tho operation go smoothly.She said some
boxes will go out on Thumday,
Da. IC which is scalar food
day, aid the the rest will p)out
on Saturday. Dec. 111. Chnitmas
boxes will be pima out at the
Need Line building that
Saturday and people will also
receive a cestificase so pick up a
free turbey at Kreger. she mid.
Knows Smith. a Need Lime
him,and the benefit ketch is
set far ladday.Da. 17. haft 11
a.ma. ro I p.m. at the Murray
Basques Craw Tickets me $6
amid delosei may
the •

N

TOM MIRY
Medi Writer
Daring a special-called executive session concerning a personnel matter
Thasiday night, members of the Murray
Calloway County Parks board of education chose to take no action on the spedfitad issue following about 45 minutes of
deliberation.
Coming out of executive session; however, board menibers moved on to other
millers and voted unanimously to move
forward in filing an application for a state
gnat that would pay 10 patent ofthe cost
of purchasing crumb rubber. The rubber
will be used to make playground equipmeet, locoed adjacent to the old courthouse building at Murray-Calloway
Central Park, safer for children.
Beard member Connie Morgan told the
boded that he has been made aware of a
grant that will pay 80 percent of the costs
of the project and the deadline for appliHAWKINS TEAGUE / Liston & Timm

Need Line Director Ionia Casey stands in the mom where contents of the Christmas Imes are being stored.

MSU to host llth December commencement
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Stale Uneeraity were
announced dans the
Sans likeektent. Mawr
Davis sod Dims Groves
weer abided for ohs how
Bilideay. tbo dangider of
Peed ad Mara* Davis of
biaganield, will receive
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MOW Public Reistions
Iligh
tur Sawn University is =Wing
-dont of Ms Fall 2010someso
ler and the university's annual
December Commencement Exercises and
Investiture Ceremony. Nearly 900 undergraduate and graduate students are
December degree candidates. August
degrees awarded were close to 300. Both
December and August degree candidates
can participate in the December
Commencement celebration.
Commencement will be held on
Saturday, Dec. II, at 10 a.m. in the CFSB
Center on campus. The university invites
families and friends of graduates to attend "
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MIN Fansest
OrShe Asestibthd Paws
Wednesday: Mostly sunny,
with a Ngh near 35.
Wednesday flight: Mostly
dear, with a low around 21.
Thursday: Partly sunny, with
a high now 44.
Thursday Night: Mostly
cloudy, with a low wound 33.
Friday: Moldy sunny, with a
high riser 54.
Friday Night A alight chance
of rain. Mostly cloudy, with a low
around 311.
Saturday: Rain likely and
possibly a thunderstorm.
Cloudy, with•high now 51.
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'60 careseony.
Osestandlog seniors. Brittany Davis of
Mospmfield, and Dios GIOVell of Raw.
WIanshe Vakdictiees.
Joke Penni% MSU's Distinguished
Professor, will serve as the Mace Beater
for the procession. Faculty Marshals are
Robert Lyons, Richard Dougherty.
Michael Kemp, Dwayne Driskill, David
Kraemer, David Fender and Girmy
Richerson.
The faculty will be led by Pam
Matlock, Max Carman Professor; Scott
Locke and Borrunanna Loganathan,
Presidential Research Fellows; Michael
Baca:), Distinguished Researcher; lames
Davis, University Distinguished Mentor;

Timothy Johns, University Emerging
Scholar and the recipients of the Regents
Thaebbig Awards - Lou Davidson
Mani: Dunham.Kelly Kleinhans. Robert
Donnelly, Eric Swisher, Reika Ebert and
0.L. Robertson.
Candidates for graduation are asked to
be at the CFSB Center, Lower Level Gate
A, at 9 a.m. to pick up graduation name
cards and line up for the ceremony. Also,
an official photograph of each graduate
and a graduation DVD will both be available for purchase.
Seating at the CFSB Center for families
and friends is on a first-come basis. The

U See Page 2A

Paris sheriff
says man
confessed to
killing couple
iny'110 MISOCINIED PRIM
PARIS,lime.(AP)- Henry County sheriffs deputies were already on the lookout
for Edward Taylor when they believe he
shot and killed an elderly Paris couple who
were , .110
their Christmas tree.
Henry County Sheriff
Monte Bele% told The
Paris Post-Intelligencer
that Taylor confessed to
the slayings after his
arrest. According the
account he gave authorities of the Friday events,
the 31-year-old knocked
on Reba Stewart's door at
Uglier
around 7:30 cm.
Taylor had been staying
with Stewart's neighbor for two or three
weeks, and he asked her if she would take
him to his broken-down car and help him
jump-start the engine.
She agreed, but once they were in the car
I
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Aesti•icticA
Skin and Beauty A1ediSpa

KYSER LOUGH / Ledge!& Times

DUST IN TIIE Allb Emergency service officials stand in front of the Hugh L. Oakley Applied Science building
at Mumay State University Tuesday as a large fan pushes air through the building. Dust from construction in the
building set off the fire Alarm, causing students, faculty and staff to evacuate the building while the dust was
cleared.
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II Parks...

•Commencement...
zone. A handicapped parting
tag or special permission will
top two rows of chair seats in
be required to park in that locathe arena are reserved for
tion.
guests with limited mobility.
More information for graduLimited mobility guests may
ating students and guests with
have two additional guests sit
special needs can be found
with them. Special seating
online at
areas will also be located On
www.murraystate.edu/provostk
each side of the arena. Ushers
onuriencement/deccom.htm.
will be available to assist with
Special requests regarding disseating.
abilities
may be directed to the
Guests with disabilities who
Equal Opportunity at
Office
of
require special assistance
(270)809-3155, or the
Mould note the patting lot
Regional Special Events Center
located off of Gilbert Graves
Drive is available for a drop-off at(270)809-5577.

From Front

•Top seniors...
From Front
WINIBOW 01100111ATION
WIN1111111,The winners Off
the Main Street MeRiment
Window DeCorations
Contest have been
announced. Above, in first
place, Marsha's of Murray.
Second place (middle
photo) went to The Cake
Lady, and third piece (bottom photo) went to Wild
Raspberry.

the Bachelor of Science degree
in civil engineering technology.
A member of White College,
she is an Honors Diploma mein! lent and will graduate summa
l cum Sande with a 3.9 grade
point average.
' Her honors include being
selected as a Presidential
Scholar, member of the MSU
Dean's List for four years,
selection to Who's Who Among
Students
in
American
Universities and Coneys, and
MIS selected as a member of the
2010 Murray Steie University
• limeecomisg Court.
Davin is a meniber ofOndeeen
Delta Kappa and Alpha blu
Onione scholastic homer meimks,Chows Sigma Alphi apt
Order of Ourege Omsk hoar
seciatiose and the Nodose'
of Dailetisse Sehoran.
Ma hes ben the 111Cifiellt of
• allelawas sehadarships. a
Ehare ambassador for the
College of Science,Engineering
and Technology, and a student
ambassador for her department.
She has been very active in
Alpha Gamma Delta social
sorority and thellAISU Society of
'Women Engineers.
Davis has accepted a position
with Morley and Associates in
Evansville, Ind., as • civil
diesip engineer and Will pursue
as MBA degree thaw.Murray
State's online degree program.
Dion, the son of Richard and
Maggie Groves of Philpot, will
I receive the Bachelor of Science

KYSER LOUGH
Ledger I Times
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In Business degree with an area
in finance/financial planning.
He is an active member of Hart
College and will graduate
summit cum lade with a 3.93
grade point average.'
His honors include recognition by Who7s Who Among
Students
in
American
Universities mad Colleges, a
member of de MU Deans
List, awl awerbenlip in Beta
Guam Sigmalades* boner
society. He has laved as a rep
reasnative on the that C,ofiegpi
Residestial College Counsel,
has been a student ambassador
for Murray State leading campus tours and other events for
potential student recruitment,
and has been active with
Gamma Beta Phi honor society.
Groves has been involved in
volunteer work with the
Humane Society, the American
Red Cross, and the Backpack
program. He was a resident
advisor for Hart College, was
awarded , Programmer of the
Year and also selected as an RA
of the month in 2010. After
graduation,Groves'future plans
include pursuing a career in a
tree seas atmosphere with financial planning or the banking
industry.
Davis and Groves will give
the valedictions at Saturday's
Dec. 2010 Commencement ceremony. The event begins at 10
a.m. and is held in the CFSB
Censer. For more information on
Commencement, go online at
www.murraystate.edu.

From Front
cation is less than two months
away. The board would have to
pay the additional 20 percent of
the, so fse: mepecified cost of
placing the matierial to make the
equipment safer for children.
Crumb tubber is the product
produced by the disposal of old
tires and used for various purposes including providing a
safe, soft surface for childrens
play areas. Mulch that is now
placed in the area will be used
to cover barren ground surrounding the equipment where
grass is scarce.
On another matter, board
members voted to provide
Christmas bonuses to department employees in the same
amount that was provided in
2009.

NOTICE
• The Murray City Council
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at City
Nall They will hear a quarterly report from Murray Main
Street Manager Deana
Wright and will recognize the
Murray High School football
team and Coach Steve
Duncan. There will be a second reading of an ordinance
adopting a flew codkof ordinances.
The Health Insurance
Committee will meet at 6:15
p.m. prior to the regular
council meeting to discuss
the trust and wellness pro=
gram progress.

Louisville defectlie fired
over wood= probe
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)-rLouisville Police Chief Robert
White has fired a veteran noroaks detective who acknowledged tipping off a prosecutor
who was being investigated.
The Courier-Journal reports
White fired Detective Ronald
Russ oo Monday in a letter saying Russ violated department
policies on truthfulness and
keeping police business confidential. Russ' lawyer, David
Leightty, told the newspaper
that Russ intends to appeal his
&missal.
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Friday, December 17
2:30 - 4:30 p.m.
Holiday Refirshinents
Served at both locations
Santa Claw will be at the Maim Office to visit with
kids ofall ages and havefree photos made with than!
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From Front

From Front

Bank or Salon
X. She said
WR1K 98.3
FM offered to
sponsor the
event and will
provide an allyou-can -eat
chili
lunch
with
drinks
and
dessert. Soft
She said Need
Line hopes to sell 500 tickets
and to make it an annual event.
Casey said the event would be
a peat chance for people to take
a break out of their day, socialize with each other and support
Need Line.
-With our numbers continuing
to go up, this support will really
help us be able to meet needs,"
she said.
Meanwhile, Need Line continues to stay busy sending food
home with about 300 local
dents each week as pert of am
Backpack Program While risoaetary contributions air down this
year. Casey said she is happy
that food donations are up.

Thick laded WM *as
bums mar Hopldnsvllo
HOPKINSVILLE Ky.(AP)
— The eastbound lanes of
Interstate 24 near Hopkinsville
were shut down this morning
because of a truck fire.
A dispatcher for the
Christian County Sheriff's
Office said a truck loaded with
tires alight fire, causing a 13mile detour using U.S. 41-A.
Traffic was being diverted
between 1-24 exits 73 and 86.
There was no immediate
indication how long the highway would be closed.

Taylor pulled a .22 caliber
revolver on her, according to the
account he gave police. Stewart
drove into the parking lot of a
grocery store, gave Taylor her
money and her cigarettes and
told him to get out.
She then called 911 to report
the kidnapping.
As deputies scotched the area.
Taylor walked across the highway to the home of Guy
Kenneth Walker, 80. and
Barbara Jean Walker, 76.
When
Kenneth
Walker
answered the door Taylor pulled
his revolver and demanded
money, forcing his way inside,
according to the account.
For an unknown reason, the
situation became violent and
Taylor forced the Walkers into
the bedroom whore he fatally
shot them both. Below said.
"This is a couple that had celebrated their 50th wedding
anniversary. They had begun to
decorate their Christmas tree
that morning. les just a senseless crime.'
Taylor fled in the complies
pickup trunk mad Beim and
three deputies came upon the
house shortly thereafter. The
beck door was ajar and the couple was in the bedroom, already
dead from gunshot wounds.
Authorities said they aren't
sum what motivated Taylor.
Below said Taylor had never
liket Stewart or the Walkers
before Friday. He showed no
trips of mental instability in
Belew's dealings with him and
authorities do not believe drugs
or alcohol were a factor. He was
a convicted felon but had no history of violent crimes.
Lt. Daimon Lowe said, "We're
not sure even after the interview

why he did this. I'm not sure he
knows why. If he wanted our
attention he got it around the
clock until we caught him."
On Sunday,Taylor pulled over
at a fireworks stand in Jasper,
Tenn., (near Chattanooga) and
called 911 to turn himself in,
saying he was wanted on burglary and forgery charges out of
Cannon and Montgomery counties.
When police ran the tags on
his truck, they learned it
belonged to the Walkers. Taylor
was taken to Henry County sad
charged with lust-degree murder, especially aggravated burglary. aggravated kidnapping,
aggravated robbery and theft
over $1,000.
He is being held at the Henry
County jail on a $1 million
bond. Taylor was arraigned
Tuesday in Henry County
General Sessions Count and a
preliminary hearing was set for
Jan. 6. A message left for his
public defender was not Milnediately returned.
The Walkers'children issued a
statement Monday thanking
their many well-wishers.
"For those people who were
never blessed by knowing our
parents personally, we want you
to know that they were loved
and respected by everyone they
met," it reads. ... "Working a
full-time job for fun, riding their
Goldwing motorcycle all over
the country, teaching Sunday
school, raising a garden, daily
workouts, volunteering to help
disaster victims everywhere was
routine for them, but we could
go on and on."
Individualsfacing charges are
presumed innocent until proven
guihy.

KYSER LOUGH / Ledger d Times

MOCK OffERVIEWS: Alesa Walker, director of Teacher Education Services at Murray State
University, left, participates in a mock interview with Tiffany Franklin, senior at Calloway
County High School, in the school's media center Tuesday. The interviews matched up students with professionals in the careers they are interested in.

ACLU wants schools
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP)
— The American Civil
Liberties Union of Tennessee
has warned school officials
across the state about holiday
celebrations.
In a letter to the 137 public
school superintendents, the
group reminded them that holiday celebrations focusing primarily on one religious holiday
amount to a school's unconstitutional endorsement of religion.
The ACLU said in a news
release that it was responding
to numerous complaints from
families about such school
activities.

Former Paul volunteer court date postponed
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) —
A former volunteer with Rand
Paul's Senate campaign will
1 Mum to court next month after
I his pretrial hearing on a misdemeanor assault charge was postTun Profitt4 charged after a
scuffle with a liberal activist in

livinligh so t e Nog
Place your Christmas order early:
Smoked Ham or Turkey
Deep Fried Turkey

$1.00 per pound if you bring your
own or we can provide it for you!
Side dishes available too..

401 Sycamore 181-PORK 116151

.. limas Storowido Savings

October, is now scheduled for a
pretrial hearing in Fayette
District court on Jan. 11.
Jennifer True, an assistant
county attorney in Lexington,
tells the Lexington HeraldLeader,the Tuesday hearing was
put efU to -gather further atiscovery."
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After 49 Pere in the jewelry business,
I am excited to announce that I have ban
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my entire inventory of fine *sky.
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"TPI" Dual Heat FanForced Portable Heater
240 Volt (Low at 2000 watts
and high at 4000 watts)
Reg $199.99

Hot Scott
Well House Heater
500 Watts, 120 Volt
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Jo Crass
10:30 a.m. al

Not easy writing
about Christmas
Now that December is here,
now that we are in the midst
of Advent, I think it is acceptable to write about Christmas.
So I will devote these next
few columns to Christmas.
Not that that is an easy thing.
It's hard for me to write about
Christmas.
Christmas is the central event
for a Christian, the incarnation, God drawing near to us.
Maybe it is so hard to write
about because it is so important.
It is hard for me to write
about Christmas, but I can
remember Christmases past,and
I am grateful that I will always
have Christmas to write about.
For children, Christmas
seems to revolve around gifts
and as much as Christian adults
try to teach about that most
important gift, children tend
to remember Christmas gifts
of the past, the gifts that they
give and receive.
I remember, for instance,one
Christmas in which my brother and I received bicycles. I
also remember one Christmas
in Fort Worth, Texas when my
father was an impoverished
,seminary student.
My mother taped coins to
a square of cardboard, just
some quarters, dimes, nickels.
and pennies. I thought it was
the most wonderful thing.
Despite the picture postcard views of white Christmases
with snow layered on the
branches of evergreens, I really cannot remember snow on
Christmas Day.
Certainly we never saw
Christmas snows the five years
we lived in Texas, but we have
photographs of our children
playing in the snow around
Christmas time.
I don't really remember,
however, except in my dreams,
snow on Christmas Day in
Arkansas or Kentucky.
My memory must be faulty
because Evelyn reminds me that
once in Providence we were
snowed in and couldn't make
it to a Christmas celebration
in Calvert City.
I remember as a teenager
driving around the country
roads of my county with a friend
after a festive dinner on Christmas Day.
I remember after high school
returning to Belmont University soon after Christmas to
resume basketball practice during the Christmas break.
I
remember that first
Christmas after Evelyn and I

married and
the
small
Christmas
tree that we
decorated in
our
tiny
apartment
house.
I remember driving
through
Kentucky
By James
for
quiet
Christmases Duane Eloiin
at my par- Ledger & Times
Cokumnlet
ents' house
in Dixon, Kentucky and for
somewhat more boisterous celebrations at Evelyn's home in
Calvert City.
Reading has always been
central to our Christmas celebrations; the reading of the
Christmas story of course, but
also the reading of stacks of
books in the days before Christmas, and then in the days after
Christmas MOM stacks of books
that had been given as presents.
At Christmas time, we could
put away school books and
spend hours reading for the pure
joy of it, no strings attached.
Wherever and however we
celebrate Christmas, the day
has always seemed even more
special since Wesley and Camrnie Jo were born.
We have wanted to create
Christmas memories for them. I
And they have created Christ- i
mas memories for Evelyn and 1
me.
All of us have family traditions for Christmas time. We
keep Christmas in different
ways, but whatever our traditions, in the words of the poet
Grace Noll Crowell, "Let Us
Keep Christmas":
"Whatever else be lost
among the years,
Let us keep Christmas still
a shining thing:
Whatever doubts assail us,
or what fears,
Let us hold close one day,
remembering
Its poignant meaning for the
hearts of men.
Let us get back our childlike faith again."
It is hard for me to write
about Christmas, but I can
remember Christmases past, and
I am grateful that I will always
have Christmas to write about.
Duane Bolin teaches in the
Department of History at Murray State University. Contact
him at duane.bolin murraystate.edu.
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Bullying program targets abuse
Ashland, Wisconsin, shares
some similarities with Murray,
Kentucky.
Both are relatively small
towns near big lakes, with a
populous that enjoys outdoor
activities. The Chambers of
Commerce in both locales currently offer Chamber dollars
for the holidays.
The main retailers in Ashland include Walmart, Penney's
and Payless Shoes, much like
the stores shoppers frequent
here. Ashland and moray have
elementary, middle and public
hign
— schools, but the college
in Ashland is a small liberal
arts institution, unlike our own
comprehensive Murray State
University.
difference
biggest
The
between Murray and Ashland
is that the Wisconsin town is
featured in a new film entitled "Bullied: A Student, a
School and a Case that Made
History" that tells the true story
of Jamie Nabozny, a young
man who sued the Ashland
schools because he was repeatedly bullied as a middle and
high school student.
Last Thursday night, in spite
of the busyness of the last
week of classes before finals,
about forty Murray State University students took the time
to view the film in the Curris Center.
Nabozny's horrific experiences as a target of bullies is
not unusual for a young person who is gay, Lesbian, bior transsexual. Jamie kept his
secret until he was in seventh

grade.
When he told his mother,
she accepted it, but Jamie admits
that it took his father a while
longer.
Both Jamie's parents, however, soon learned that a bigger and more intractable issue
than Jamie's sexual orientation
was the harassment he suffered
at school.
Bullying took many forms,
from verbal abuse to violence.
When his parents approached
school officials and met with
the parents of the aggressors,
they were told, "Boys will be
boys."
After several harrowing
encounters, Jamie ran away and
he also attempted suicide. Eventually, he filed a federal lawsuit against the Ashland school
district, leading to a landmark
federal court decision holding
that officials could be held
accountable for not stopping
the harassment and abuse of
gay students.
The Southern Poverty Law
Center, which produced "Bullied," is making the film available - free of charge - to
every school in the country in
response to increasing incidents
of vicious anti-gay bullying and
student suicides. An educational kit also accompanies the
film, available through the
SPLC's Teaching Tolerance
Pro.leCt•
While many people might
shake their heads and doubt
that such violence could happen here, the young people in
the audience last Thursday night

shared their
experiences
with
tormentors
similar to
those who
beleaguered
lamie
Nabozny.
One after
another,
they Mal Street
explained - By Constance
Alexander
often on the
Ledger
& Times
verge
of
Columnist
tears - what
it felt like
to be a target for ridicule and
violence. They spoke of loneliness, fear and feelings of
betrayal when onlookers stood
by and did nothing to intercede. One young woman in
the audience reported she was
told she was too "whiny" with
the implication that the bullying was her fault.
Another MSU student confessed that middle school was
the worst time of all, but that
high school presented a different series of issues. Who was
taking whom to the prom, for
instance, became a crisis.
MSU's Jody Cofer -- Program Specialist for Undergraduate Research and Scholarly
Activity, Co-Chair of the MSU
President's Commission on
Diversity and Inclusion, and
Institutional LGIBT Liaison -brought the film to campus.
He said, "'Bullied' is an
excellent documentary that
showcases an example of a
gay student who finally said

no and tossed the haters a
curve hall. We are hearing se
much about bullying taking
place in our schools across the
country, we must get a heft'
handle on this.- Jody alsc
explained that MSU is making progress in this area and
has just launched a -Safe Zone'
program for LGBT students.
Could what happened in Ashland, a city similar to our own.
happen here'?
Though the problems arc
not manifest in the same way
at a university, Jody Cofei
reports that he gets phone calls
from schools and parents across
the region who are struggling
with the same kinds of issues
that confronted Jamie blabozny
and his family.
People here are asking lot
advice regarding conflict on sexual orientation and gender identity, and MSU is helping tc
educate the region on these
topics.
Information on the film "Bulal
lied"
is
available
http://www.splcenter.org/getinformed/news/splc-s-new-antibullying-film-and-teaching-kitnow -av aiIable-to-educators-foronli#.
Other sources of online information include: the Equality
Federation, at www.cqualityfederation.org and Stop Bullying
Now at http://www.stopbullyingnow.hrsa.govikidsi.
Read Main Street online at
www.murrayledgercom. Contact the columnist directly a;
constancealexander@ newwavi.
comm.net.

Restoring economy,creating jobs a priority
The message of this year's
midterm election was clear: Voters want those of us in government, Republican and Democrat, to focus on restoring jobs
and reviving the economy. It's
that simple.
So I was pleased to meet
with President Obama in the
White House this past week,
along with the other leaders

of both parties from the House
of Representatives and Senate,
to talk about what Washington must do to address these
vital tasks and get America
moving forward again.
Republicans were happy to
meet with Democrats to talk
about how to implement the
message voters sent in November. And I walked out of that

4D LETTERS POLICY
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meeting
optimistic
that
we
can come
together
and show
the American people
that
they are
being
heard.
Job
number U.S. Sen. Mitch
one
for McConnell. RKentucky
Congress
is to prevent a tax
increase for any American. As
the country continues to struggle out of a recession, economists agree that preventing tax
increases is one of the most
important things we can do to
reassure middle-class families
and small businesses, and boost
the economy. Voters ratified
that view one month ago by
sending candidates from both
parties to Washington who
vowed not to raise taxes.
With nearly two million Kentucky households staring at the
imminent prospect of smaller
paychecks just a few short
weeks from now unless Congress acts, both parties need
to agree—no American needs
a tax hike in these tough eco-

nomic times, period.
Republicans understand this.
We want to stop tax increases and rein in government
spending to make it easier for
employers to start hiring again.
We are eager to work with
anyone from either party who
is ready to focus on priorities
like these. With the recent news
that unemployment has climbed
to 9.8 percent across the nation,
and even higher in Kentucky,
lawmakers must move away
from the misplaced priorities
of the last two years and work
together on common-sense proposals that will build a foundation for the economic rebound
we all want. Time is running
out. In a few short weeks every
single taxpayer will get hit
with one of the largest tax
hikes in American history—
unless we put aside controversial, less-important items and
address our most important priorities first.
The day after the election,
the president acknowledged that
the overwhelming message of
the voters was to focus on
jobs and the economy. That's
the same message Republicans
brought to our meeting in the
White House this week,and will
bring to Washington every day
until America gets through this
crisis.
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Obluarles
Jo Crass Schultz

Kathryn Brazzell

Jo Crass Schultz, 87, of Murray, died Monday, Dec. 6, 2010, at
10:30 a.m, at the Spring Creek Health Care in Murray.
Born June 9, 1923 in Hardin, she was a homemaker and a former bookkeeper. She was also a
member of the First United Methodist Church of
Murray, and the Gleaners Friendship Sunday
School Class and the Ruth Wilson Circle.
In addition to her parents, Hardin M. and Sophia
Pace Crass; she was preceded in death by a brother, James L. Crass; sisters, Leah Nelle Parrish,
Charlyne Clopton and Mary Elizabeth Fulton; and
a nephew, Christopher Clopton.
She is survived by her husband, Fred Schultz of
Schultz
Murray, whom she married on Nov. 20, 1945 in
Hopkinsville; a daughter. Selwyn Parker and husband, Craig of
Memphis, Tenn.; a sister, Marjorie Crass of Murray; two grandchildren, Matthew Parker of Murray, and Leah Parker of Nashville,
Tenn.; nieces, Selwyn McPherson of Ridgcland, Miss.. Leah Hart of
Murray, and Stacy Hume of Old Hickory, Tenn.; and several greatnieces and great-nephews.
Funeral services will be held Thursday. Dec. 9, 2010, at 11 a.m.
at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with the Revs. Richard Smith
and Bob Saywell officiating. Burial will follow in the Murray City
Cemetery. Visitation will be held tonight. Wednesday, from 4-8
p.m. at the funeral home. Expressions of sympathy may go to the
First United Methodist Church Caring-Friends Ministries or
H.E.L.P. Community Assistance, 503 Maple Street, Murray, KY
42071. Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhortie.com. Arrangements are handled by the J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home.

Funeral services for Kathryn Brazzell. 76, of Murray, formerly of
Mayfield, will be held today. Wednesday. Dec. 8. 2010. at I p.m. at
Brown Funeral Home in Mayfield with Jim Braztell officiating
Serving as pallbearers will he Kurt Rutherford, Mikie
Rutherford, Daron Ahart, Hildon NAIL Steve Reed, Jeff Neil ;ind
Jamie Brazzell.
Brazzell died Saturday. Dec. 4. 2010, at p.m, at her residence.
Born to the late William Ray "Bill- Morelield and Finnic
Elizabeth Owens Morefield, she was a homemaker.
In addition to her parents, she was preceded in death by her husband, James Edward Brazzell; one sister; and three brothers.
She is survived by two daughters. Carol Brazzell Ahart and husband, Damn of Murray. and Bettie Marie Brazzell Arnold and husband. Ed of Mayfield; one son, Jim Braila and wite. Denise of
Mayfield; grandchildren, Jamie and Rhiannon Brazzell, both of
Mayfield, Serenity Lee Scott of Murray. Mikie Rutherford of
Mayfield, and Kurt Rutherford of Si. Robert. Mo.; sisters, Anna
Murrell Bourque and Martha Jane Pasiniski, both of Monroe. Mich..
and two great-grandchildren.
Arrangements are handled by Brown Funeral Home in Mayliey.
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Austin Lee Alexander. 19, of Asheboro, N.C., formerly of
Farmington, died Sunday, Dec. 5, 2010, at his home in Asheboro.
While attending Calloway County High School,
*;4.11er43111H:
he worked for Alexander Construction, and he then
worked pan-time for Richland Creek Ziplinc in
Asheboro, while finishing his high school diploma.
Alexander was preceded in death by one sister,
Kristen Nicole Alexander.
He is survived by his mother, Anita Terry
Alexander of Asheboro; father. Bill Alexander of
Farmington; brother, Justin Alexander of Murray;
and grandparents. Gerald arid Carolyn Alexander
of Farmington, and John and Myrtle Terry of
Alexander
Murray.
Funeral services will be held Friday. Dec. 10, 2010, at I p.m. at
the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home with the Revs. Robert McCain and
John Terry officiating. Burial will follow in the Beech Grove
Cemetery. Visitation will be held Thursday, Dec. 9, from 3-9 p.m.
at the funeral home. Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhorne.com. Arrangements are handled by the J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home.
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Kenneth and Barbara Jean Walker
Joim funeral services for Kenneth Walker, 80, and Barbara Jean
Walker, 76. of Buchanan, Tenn., formerly of Graves County, were
held Tuesday. Dec. 7, 2010, at 10 a.m. at Byrn Funeral Chapel with
the Revs. Randy Rains, Craig Walk,1- and Dr. Trent Bullock officiating. Burial followed at Walker Cemetery in earls.
Mr. and Mrs. Walker died Friday, Dec. 3.2010. at their residence.
They were members of First Baptist Church in Paris. Tenn., and
were married for 60 years. Mr. Walker was a retired Permitting
Agent for AT&T. Mrs. Walker was a receptionist for Murray
Veterinary Clinic.
Mr. Walker was preceded in death by his parents, Guy Payton
and Gladys Lillian Young Walker; and one brother. Marcus Walker.
Mrs. Walker was preceded in death by her parents. Robert and
Jesse Craft Warmath: two brothers, Harold Warmath and Buster
Warmath; and a sister, Velma Hughes.
, They are survived by three sons, Daniel Walker and wife,
Johnnie C. of Hendersonville, Tenn.. Doug Walker and wife. Mitzi.
and Ricky Walker and wife. Beth. both of Mayfield; two daughters.
Debbie Kendall and husband. Roger or Mayfield. and Donna Capp.
of Lakeland. Ha.; 18 grandchildren: and 12 great-grandchildren.
Mr. Walker is also survived by one brother, Raymond Walker and
wife, Doris of Louisville; and one sister, Frankie Walker Wyatt of
Reidland.
Mrs. Walker is also survived by one brother. Billy Joe Warmath
and wife, Glenda of Oklahoma City: and two sisters. Lillian McNutt
and husband. Bob of Mayfield. and Judy Higdon and husband.
Wally of Mayfield.
Arrangements were handled by Byrn Funeral Home.

CS.

But they aim to cut overuse
of health care - like avoidable
hospitalizations, or repeating
tests because one doctor didn't
send another a copy,or unnecessary visits to specialists.
"Does the public buy the idea
that more care is not better? The
answer is no. Yet you're doing
it," Dr. Donald Berwick of the
nonprofit
Institute
for
Healthcare Improvement told a
recent meeting of La Crosse and
nine other communities that
spend about $1,500 less per
Medicare patient than the
national average but rank well
for quality.
It's sobering: The respected
Dartmouth Atlas shows that in
pans of the country, Medicare
pays double or triple the price to
treat the similarly ill-yet people in more expensive areas
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Medical care should come with guarantee
WASHINGTON (AP)- If
you pay the mechanic $1,000 to
fix your transmission and it
breaks again next week, the
garage should find and fix the
problem for free.
So if you get an infection following open-heart surgery
because the doctor forgot an
antibiotic, why are you charged
extra to clear up the wound?
At Geisinger Health System
in Pennsylvania. pay a flat fee
for bypass surgery and you'll
get essentially a 90-day warranheart fix.
on
your
ty
Complications? The hospital
has to cat the cost. It gambled
that following a checklist of best
practices would help patients
recover faster and cost less and so far, it's winning the bet.
It's a radically different
approach to a health care system
that even many doctors agree
rewards volume of care over
quality. Yet around the country
are hospitals and health systems
like Geisinger that President
Barack Obama calls -islands of
excellence," places quietly trying innovative changes to
improve patient care at belowaverage prices.
Places like:
La Crosse, Wi:;., where
astoundingly, nearly 95 percent
of senior citizens have living
wills to guide end-of-life care,
meaning more hospice care and
less hospitalization while dying.
That has Medicare paying
about $18,1.100 for the last two
years of a beneficiary's life here.
compared to nearly $64,000 for
end-of-life care in Miami, the
nation's priciest health market,
according to the Dartmouth
Atlas of Health Care.
--Cedar Rapids, Iowa, where
two competing hospitals worked
together to create a community
clinic that lowered side effects
and hospitalizations of patients
who use a risky blood thinner.
Next they want to tackle
reducing unnecessary CT scans.
Sonic 52,000 CTs were performed in one year for a population of 300,0(10, 5.000 alone for
headaches when just I percent
find a brain problem.
That doesn't mean all the rest
weren't necessary. but limiting
them is important since CTs
emit much more radiation than a
regular X-ray, says Dr. James
Levett of Physicians Clinic of
Iowa, who heads the community's medical collaboration.
-Everett, Wash., where
monthly reports compare how
doctors prescribe generic drugs
or pricier brand-names, and
patients get a checkup call when
they leave the hospital to make
sure they're following up with
their regular doctor.
They're different approach-
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hospital turned national guidelines for heart bypass into a specific checklist of 40 best practices like ensuring that antibiotics, blood thinners and other
medications are given correctly
before and after surgery. and
that proper pre-surgery tests are
in. Miss a step and the operation's canceled.
At the program's start. 60
percent of patients got every
check. Today. all do
Then came the price test:
Patients
insured
through
Gersinger's insurance unit are
charged a set price for the surgery and all pre- and postoperative care, that 941-day warranty.
"We were pretty nervous that
this could be upsetting an apple
cart- says associate chief medical officer Dr. Alfred Casale.

don't get better quality care. By
some measures, they fare worse.
The differences can't be
explained by big cities' higher
living costs. Volume of care is
the chief driver, says Dr. Elliott
Fisher of the Dartmouth
Institute for Health Policy. He
says 30 percent to 40 percent of
hospitalizations alone are avoidable.
Some health systems limit
overuse by putting doctors on
salary instead of the usual leefor-service. Fisher says physician teams help, too.
Instead of waiting a week for
a specialist to run a heart test,
the family doctor asks a collaborating cardiologist which test
to order and consults with the
result.
Then there's Geisinger's
approach, called ProvenCare.
Surgeons at the Danville. Pa..
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The residents of Glendale Place Assisted living invite von to celebrate the
Christmas Season with them at their annual Open
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Delicious Christmas Goodies1
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Gift Boubquet
FREE RENT FOR A MONTH SWEEPSTAKES
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Glendale Place Assisted Living Community offers independent living and assisted HVIllq Whether
you are looking for a new place to call home without the hassles of daily living gr you have a loved
one who requires a little extra care with activities like dressing bathing or medication supervision
Glendale Place is committed to meeting your needs
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2010 CHRYSLER 300S

Schedule your tour today in order to be elgible for out "FREE RENT FOR A YEAR' Sweepstakes'
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Call today to schedule a free tour and learn more about the options we have to offer-

(270)759-1555
Glendale Place Assisted Living
905 Glendale Road
Murray KY 42071
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How nice would it he to get just what
you wanted this year for Chris(mas?
How nice would it be to purchase a gift
fcr your REF only to discover that she
filled out a wish list too, and you can get
her just what she wanted.
'
It's that time stop by I.) K Kelley,
fill out the list. and we will call your
Santa for you.
With so many great items to choose
from it will be easy to find just what you
are looking for.
N Dulge Chocolate candy is perfect
for anyone on your list Turtles 'N Toads
are chocolate filled with nuts and
caramel. Armadillos are a turtle with a
chipotle kick Chocolate Rocks are
chocolate with peanut butter_ Each is
beautifully wrapped and ready to put
under the trec.
New Not four Daughters Jeans have
arrived in a black wash with embellishment on the pockets, and denim in a
medium wash with embellishment on
the pockets as well
Actress Jamie Lee Omits says she
discovered Not Your Doughterc Jeans
and got rid of every other pair of jeans
she had. Come in and try some on you'll love them - they stretch and are
so comfortable.
Congratulations to Vickie Nelson
who won the give-away this week. Go
to Facebook or come in the store to itgoita.
New jewelry. and the ever popular
-whisper bracelets- make great gifts.
Stay tuned for next week's fun and
fashion report_ more great Brighton too!".
1.0.0:
(
wism

Bell ringers still needed for
the next two Saturdays

Datebook
Sanci Teague.
Community
editor

Public Library event today
The Calloway County Public Library invites
to public the join for cookies and wassail today,
from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.

MHS baseball holds rebate day today
The Murray High School Baseball Team is holding a rebate day
at the Big Apple Cafe today. Tell server you are participating in
rebate day.

Calloway High SBDM meeting today
The Calloway County High School Site Base Decision Making
Council will hold a regularly scheduled meeting today, at 3:30 p.m.
in the library media center The public is invited to attend.

Homer holds free concert tonight
Ivy and Wood
Brad and Cindy Ivy of Aurora. announce the engagement of then
daughter, Michaela Ivy to Barry P. Wood. son of Gary and Julie
Wood of Calvert City.
Miss Ivy is the granddaughter of Janis Henson 01 Aurora.
Mr. Wood is the grandson of Nancy Wood of Benton.
The bride-elect is a 2008 graduate of Marshall County High
School and is currently employed by Kids Kan! Benton.
The groom-elect is a 1991i graduate of Marshall County High
School. lie is a member of Sigma Delta Phi in Jacksonville. Texas
and is currently employed by Goldenrod Dairy.
The wedding will be Saturday. Dec. 18. 2010, at 4 p.m. at Hardin
Baptist Church in Hardin.
All family and friends are invited. Only out -of
invitations
are being sent.

Eric Horner will hold a free Christmas Concert tonight, at 7 p.m
at Owens Chapel Baptist Church, located on Highway 783, 6504
Airport Road. There is no charge and the public is invited.

he is pioild
Pill
Jackson

Balzers establishes new
student dance scholarship
ft JESS NALL
MSU Public Relations
Karen and Andy Balzer
recently established the Jackson
Purchase Dance Company
Renewable Dance Scholarship
for students at Murray Staa7
University who are active in
dance through the department of

(retail prices up to $125.00)
NOW

V2G.00

theatre or with the Centre of
Dance and are actively performing with the Jackson Purchase
Dance Company.
The renewable scholarship.
worth $1.000. will be awarded
in April 2011 to ati Mtil Ntiolcot
with any major.
Karen Balzer, owner of the
Centre of Dance and Mall
adjunct professor, established
the scholarship to encourage
dance and promote the ans.
"This has been a goal -- to
he able to establish a scholarship
for dance on this campus."
Balzer said. "We have spent
almost 20 years building this
dance company and Murray
State is our home"
Many of the • dancers who
participate in the Jackson
Purchase Dance Company are
Murray State students: the company performs and rehearses on
campus.
Balter's husband, Andy, said

SI See Page 7A

The Calloway County Board of Education will hold a public
forum to discuss the Health and Wellness policy at the Calloway
County Preschool. located at 2106-A, College Farm Road, on
Thursday. Dec. 9. at 6 p.m.

Zeta Department will meet
The Zeta Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Thursday. Dec. 9. at 2 p.m. at the clubhouse for a "Chinese
Auction.- Hostesses will be Ann Vinson and Betty Vinson

The Murray/Calloway Area Technology Center will hold an open
house and informational meeting for all duel credit students and
their parents on Thursday, Dec. 9, from 3-5 p.m. All parents with
children interested in attending WKCTC are encouraged to attend.
For more information, call 12701753 - X70.

Celebration planned for Linn
A birthday celebration is planned in honor of Velda Linna 85th
birthday for Saturday. Dec. I I, from 2:30-4:30 p.m. at Glendale
Road Church of Christ. All family and friends are welcome.

Woodmen of the World will meet

Overeaters' Anonymous. a 12-step recovery group for all types
of eating problems. meets each Thursday from 1:30-2:30 p.m. at
Christ Methodist Church, 1322 W. Broadway. Mayfield. For information, call Marcia at 247-7414 or Jim at 623-8850.
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The Perfect Christmas Gift...
A Gift Certificate for...

AestketicA
Skin and Beauty MediSpa
•Jane Irec6le All Natural Mineral Makeup
•Skinceutical Skincare Products
•Derma-peels and Facials
• Micro-clerm Abrasion
•Botox
• Dermal Fillers
• Latisse
• MIC- ultra Weight Loss Injections

OPEN HOUSE
,
1Ii

Now introducing Medifast® Weight Loss Program & Vitamin Supplements

Meet Oil LI11.
front

A
Building at
University. ('i!
1)et . 17 to par
The Callow
Program is
University 01 I

ilowloit,

Overeaters'Anonymous to meet

TANNING SALON
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Food items and volunteers are still needed for the Need Line
Christmas Food baskets. Items include cake frosting, chicken broth,
candy canes, pineapple, sweet potatoes. Jell-O and instant potatoes.
Organizations or churches willing to donate should call 753-6333.
Donations need to be at Need Line no later than Monday. Dec. 13.
Volunteers willing to help with the distribution and assembling of
the Christmas Food Boxes should also call 753-6333.

THE TROPICS

305 South 12th• Murray, KY •753-7441
www.dklutiluty.com
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The Woodmen of the World Lodge 728 will meet for their
Christmas dinner on Monday. Dec. 13. at 530 p.m. at the Harmon
Lodge Hall, 330 CC Lowry or. Members planning to attend must
call 12701 767-0077 before Dec. 10 to he included. Hostesses are
Jean Bird and Melva Hatcher.

No limit!

901 Coldwater load •753447
M wifx

I

WOMICI I ilrer

Board of Education to hold public forum

Technology center to hold open house

All Major Brand
Tanning Lotions

-4K1CalfT

—

e-mail: cemmastitylievreemarrayledser.csa

The Calloway County Salvation Army
Service Unit is still looking for bell ringer'i for
this Saturday, Dec. II, and next Saturday,
Dec. 18, between the hours of 9 a.m. and 9
p.m. Contact Kerry Lambert at 753-7265
after 5 p.m. or leave a message. The Salvation
Army appreciates the volunteer spirit of the
community.

LOTIOV
BLOWOUT
VALE!

VOTED MURRAYS
LAVORITE
LAMES
(1,49tHiNG 20!O

StrnIt'111111V
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are 9-11 a.m.: 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.:
and 1-3 p.m.
• 4-H Geology and Geocaching will meet on Tuesday.
Dec. 14, from 3:30-4:45 p.m. at
the Extension Office. All members are encouraged to attend.
• The 4-H Shooting Sports
Club will meet on Tuesday. Dec.
14, at 6 p.m. at the Bill Cherry
Exposition Center. Vernon
Anderson, shotgun coach, will
present the program on a
Hunting Expedition to Alaska.
All four disciplines of Archery,
Rifle, Pistol and Shotgun are
encouraged to attend and bring a
parent to the meeting.
• The 4-H Livestock Judging
and Skill-a-thon Teams will
meet on Friday. Dec. 17, from
3:30-5:30 p.m. at the A Carmen
Pavilion,
Animal
Health
Technology Building. New
members are welcome and
encouraged to attend.
• The 4-H Cooking Club,
which usually rmeets on the third
Friday. will not meet in
December due to conflicts in the
meeting location at Westside
Baptist Church.
• 4-H Award Forms for the 4H Banquet in January are due
Dec. 17, to the Extension
Office. All 4-H youth must complete with parent signature by
this date. Additional forms
available at the Extension
Office.
• The Dusty Spurs Horse Club
will meet on Monday, Dec. 20,
from 6-7:30 p.m. For all youth
interested in participating in 4-H
Horse Projects, it is important to
attend. Connie Talent is the
Certified Horse Leader.
•4-H Jewelry Class will be on
Dec. 20. from 2-4 p.m. at the
Extension Office. The cost will

See Page 7A
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4-H announces
upcoming events
T
h
Calloway
County 4-11
announces
the following upcoming events:
•
4-H
Archery
meets on the
second
Tuesday of
By
Ginny Harper the month
from 4:45Calloway
County Agent 5:45 p.m. at
for 4-H/Youth
Hinton's
Development
Archery on
4th
Street.
All other Tuesdays, the team
practices from 4:45-6:15 p.m.
New members are still welcome.
• The 4-H Vet Science Club
will meet Thursday. Dec. 9,
from 4-5 p.m, at the Extension
Office. Hands-on veterinary
activities as well as care for pets
will be discussed. Dina Duncan
will be the leader of the session.
• Kids Fighting Hunger will
package food at the Stahler's
farm in three shifts on Saturday.
Dec. II,all 4-H Youth are
encouraged to help. The shifts

Niurray I ,cdge

‘a

Merryman House Domestic
Crisis Outreach Office of
Calloway County has requested
help for items needed to assist
clients that have been misplaced
from their permanent homes
due to violence. Many of these
individuals have children.
Current items needed are
kitchen trash bags. toilet paper,
patxT towels, rators. feminine
hygiene products. shampoo and
conditioner, dish si ap. laundry
detergent. bleach. cleaning supplies ;.ind old cell phones.
For more information on
how and where to make a donation, call 759-2373. All dona
tions are tax deductible.
Merryman House is a United
Way agency.
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he is pit ild 1 K,lien and the
Jackson
l'ili(11,:se
Dance
Compans ;Ind looks nu w ard to
wondethil rerfot mance, this
season. He also noted that lie
has always been willing to help
promote Murray State students
and the performing arts in any
way possible. "I have always
been a supporter of Karen and
this dance company,- At
said.
"I'm glad that we can give back
to dance
‘A,e.se worked hard
to establish this ‘a holarship.David Balthrop, chair of the
department of theatre, said
scholarships for students with a
passion for dance are rare and
this gift will help encourage stu
dents to become more involved
with the department of theatre at
MSU and with the performing
arts in general.
"The support given to our
students from the Jackson
Purchase Dance Company is a
very gracious gill that will benefit many of our students in the
years to come,- Balthrop said.
"We are say thankful for their
(the Baliers) generosity"
hr more information about
the scholarship, contact Tina
Bernot at (270) 809-3250. More
information on the Jackson
Purchase Dance Compan .
including admission prices and
ticket sales, can he found on the
com.sany's Facebook page

In Stock Carpet
As Low As

5.49
Voted

carpet

Store
2010
/04, le

2344 US Hwy. 641 S.
Murray, KY 42071
(270) 759-2487
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hei
Jill Courtney oh Murray, announces the engagement
dauglnet. Janne Courtney. to Aaron Wilson, son of Kim and
Shawn Wilson of Murray.
Miss Courtney is also the daughter of the late Di. James
Courincs She is the granddatulnei of Robert Mitchel and thc
late Fon:shire Hatcher of Pailik. all and the late Janie,. and Ruth
Courtney of Beulah.
MI. Wilson is the grandson 01 Jim and Barbat f iniendon
and the late Charlie Snyder of Muria and WA \ tic itid lean
Wilson of Murray.
The bride elect is a 201 1 1 1.id11.11C ot Murray High School
',Luc I inscis:tv
and is attending
!,1.1ducie tit Murray llieh Sr hoot
Hie rrooni ele, I is .1
and is m1,11,1114, Mid ( oniincin tnr.ersit
rlic 55(11,1111,v sell be Sit it d,i
LIM I, :4)11 in Murras.

80 YEARS ON THE COURT SQUARE

Grand Re-Opening Spedal
Plate Lunch with Teo
only $6.00 plus tax!
NEWLY REFRESHED & REMODELED

Rae ece-atc4 ,owe cook;ty,
"'gee nie0,-air4ra:v/
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Agriculture Cooperatise
The
Service.
Extension
Calloway County 4-H Council
receives funding from the
County
Murray-Calloway
United Way. Educational pro-

of

From Page 6A
be $10. All interested youth
need to call to sign up by Dec.
I 3.
• 4-H Community Service
Event will he Dec. 21, from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. Call to participate
by Dec. 14.
.4-11 Electricity I. nits 1-4 will
meet on Jan. 5. 6 and 12, 2011.
from 3:30-5:30 p.m. at the
Env ineerito2
Ag
Howton,
Building at Murray Si.ite
University. Call to sign ill, bs
Dec. 17 to participate.
The Calloway County 4-11
Program is a part of the
University of Kentucky. College

`P

6
kik

of
the
Kentucky
grains
Cooperative Fsicip,Ion Service
serve all people regardless of
race. color, age, sex, religion.
disability or national origin.
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IIAS MADE A DIFFERENCE

0% for

60 months**
i 444
poprdayf.

KENTUCKYO

LOTTERY......:
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Since the start of the KLC-funded scholarship and grant programs, college attendance in the
Commonwealth has jumped 40%. Data also indicates more of Kentucky's best and brightest
students are staying in Kentucky to attend college.

CHECK OUT THE
GREAT LEASING
SPECIAL ON NEW
TOYOTAS

And that way, we all win,
In re 7010 Kentucky ()fiery sates wom $7725 million: From this number, $214,3 million was returned to
the Commonwealth This,is the laritet,t amount ever returned to the state since lottery sales in Kentucky
tioear 21 years ago
r;triri, inception., the Kentunk otter' has returned frof‘? than $1 '1 billion to the Commonwealth on
tilt iiiri''iIu' Players ihinnti thif, period won $7 5 billion

Kentucky Lottery Corporation
Statement of Revenues,Expenses and Changes in Net Assets
For the year ended June 30,2010(dollars in thousands)
2010
(% 723,418
*Sales
421,914
Prizes
Arthur I ‘111.111 Ii
47,326
Retailers
to
,111(1(.1() Commissions
8_085
Ticket costs
477,325
costs
direct
Total
Kith (irdfitt)
246,093
Gross profit
( frri
32,195
Operating expenses
213,898
Operating income
1Nniirlfoul Wohli
(expense):
income
Nonoperating
Vti it (11,111
(214,253)
**Payments to the Commonwealth of Kentuc ky
(257J
***Other expense
h
(21 4,514
Total nonoperating expense
Kint it k\I
(612)
Decrease in net assets
_36,420
Net assets, beginning of year
$ 35,808
Net assets at end of year

PRESIDENT/CEO
and BOARD of
DIRECTORS

I r,o Si hir'bi'n
ilite( tor

Rock Warrior Edition!
Auto

118

c;iimout I ciaierl
Stk toTT 1142

Toyotathon
Price

ArISRP
Toyotathon Disc
Toyota Rebate

$39965
3 500
2 500

$339965*
.4gnaw
;
,f

More than 1,185,085 grants and scholarships have been awarded through the popuiar KEES
scholarship program and the need-based CAP and KTG programs.

haw 1-itirkon
1111e( tot

TOYOTA TUNDRA
4X4 CREW MAX PU

A

In the past twelve years, more than $1.55 billion in scholarships and grants paid for by Kentucky Lottery proceeds have been awarded.

Hrf,( tot

422)2011

2011

TOYOTA CAMRYS
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Monday-Friday 5 a.m.-2 p.m.•Sat. 5 a.m.-I I a.m.• Closed Sunday
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NOW
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FREE!
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'Total sales less Instant tickets provided as pm es IS/11 5 million
"Payments to the Commonwealth of Kentucky include both payments made and payments a« rued
for transfer to the Commonwealth's general fund as of June 30, 2010
5,1'i I iiiiihon)

The Corporation has adopted GASB Statement 31, which requires investments to he presented at fair
value, resulting in a decrease in income approximately S612,000, when compared to historical Yost methcd

ALL NEW TOYOTAS
RECEIVE 2 YEARS
COMPLIMENTARY
SERVICE SOLD
THIS MONTH!
ALL CID 2010

ALL NEW 2011

TOYOTA RAirshi
OTA
$500 'TOY
REBATE
OR 1.9% FORAM MONTHS
ALL NEW 2010

TOYOTA PRIUS
TOYOTA
000 REBATE
$1,
OR O% FOR 60 MONTHS

All New 201 '1 Toyota

AVALONS

TOYOTA COROLLA LE
Auto A C 4 Dr CD Stk 6TC0360
MSRP
$18 300
1 301
Peppers Disc
1 000
Toyota Rebate

Toyotathon
Price

$1,000

5999it

ReTo yota
bate
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2•9% for

• 9

60 months"
• wpm-

@haw
111181m
Looking to Help All Mititary Personnel and College Grads with
Their Automotive Needs? ON-THE-SPOT FINANCING'
www.clickpeppers.org
APF
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"Whatever it.tok&, we wont to be our car or truck coMpanY"

The financial audit for the year

The above financial information was denved from the annual audited financial statements
ended hire 10, 10 io was performed by Harding Ytymanski and (ombany hi A ,opy of the

omplete annual report an be

obtained at kylottery on,or by wntmnq henturky lottery(orpor at ion PR Pepi 1011W Main Street I nimville KV 40202 of by
,alling (502);60 1617 The Nentttcky lottery has provided the ,yhoye informahai, in t()Man,e with 146 154 11016)
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Lady
Lakers
keep rolling
with win
over Marion
FIELDS I.EA DS
CALLONAAV WITH
27 PouNirs,
ER;Hri. REBouNDs
Staff Roped
the Calloway County Lady
Lakeis continued their strong
early -season play Tuesday night.
claiming a 62-45 victory over
Marion. Ill, at the City of
at
Metropolis Tournament
Nfass;rc County, advancing then
.eason record to 4-0.
Senior Ayeree Fields led the
way for the 1,ady Lakers with 27
points and eight rebounds, while
iumot TaY lot Futrell was the
only othei Lady Laker in double-digits with ten_
Head coach Scott Sivills got
nice production off his bench on
TuesdaY night, with junior guard
Lauren Benson scoring eight
and senior Ennly Chrisman
adding a team-high four assists
in the victory_
Junior Karlee Wilson notched
e points while Abby Futrell
and Damn Maness each added
I our.
Alyssa Cunningham and
Morgan Smotherman pitched in
two points to round out the scoring for Calloway County.
Lindsey Lenon led Marion in
scoring with 17.
The Lady Lakers will practice today before returning to
Massac for their final game
against the hosting Lady Patnots
tomorrow night at 8 p.m_
Massac defeated a Ballard
Memorial squad last night that
fell to the Lady Lakers by one
basket on Monday night_

ONV BASKETBALL

Lipscomb
squeaks
out win at
Peay
TENNESSEE STATE
TOO MUCH FOR
ALABAMA A&M
CLARKSVILLE, Tenn. (AP)
-- Brandon Brown scored four
of his 10 points in the final 1118
as Lipscomb edged Austin Peay
73-7(1 on Tuesday night
Trailing 67-65, Brown hit a
lay up with 1:18 let( and followed
:kith another 18 seconds later to
put the Bisons up for good, 6967.
Lipscomb (5-2) then used a
couple of steals in the final
minute to hold off the Governors.
Brandon Barnes sealed it for the
Bisons, who went up 73-67, on a
dunk w ith 5 seconds to go.
Lipscomb. who won the battle
ot the hoard. 41-35, swept the
two game series against Austin
Peay as the other meeting was
also close. 104-101 in overtime
on Nos 18
Adrian liothic had 13 points
and 17 rebounds for the Bisons.
Ele‘en of his points and It) of his
rebounds came in the second
halt. Barnes finished with 10
points.
Ty shawn Edmondson led
Austin PeitY (5-5) with 21 points.
Caleb Brown had II and Josh
Jerry
added
10 for the
(ioy mots
Tannessse St 74,
Alabama MM 68
N()RMAI . Ala. (AP) —
Robert Cos moon scored 20
points to lead a sharp-shooting
TellTIC\SCC State team to a 74-68
ictotY Os Ct Alabama A&M on
Tuesday meht.
l'he 1'ger. (3 6) led by as
mans as IS \kith I 16 remaining
in the first halt. but both teams
enterell m lie break fled at 36.

Murray Ledge

•Wild(

e-mail: sportsOmurrayledger.com
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Riggins named Cubs pitching coach
MURRAY MAN (;U: US SU:CON')

myself and iny fatuity,- Riggins
said via cell plume Tuesday it till
the Major League Baseball's
t'ilANCE
RIAJOR LEACUIE
Winter Meetings in Orlando, Fla.
"It's something we work for in
POSITION
the minor leagues, to make it to
By TOMMY DILLARD
Rothschild. the mm mato! league level. It's been a
Sports Editor
who left to take Ii ng run ... 1‘4 years since I was
Fifteen years after first serving
Ilk same posi
thew lin happy to get another
as a Major 1,eag,,ue pitching coach
11011 V‘ 1111 IIIC
opportuno
with the St. Louts
Ness
YOlk
Riggins w as hired as the
Mark Riggins is getting :writhei
ankees
in Cardinals pitching r oat. h m 194/5,
chance.
Novs•mber.
where he served under manager
ibis lime, howevei, it comes
Riggins. 53, Joe little Thrre was let go toward
with the Cardinals fiercest rival
iS ir native of
the cud of the seas(in, and Riggins
The Chicago Cubs announced
Loogootee, continued to work under intehm
Monday that Riggins, a MuiTay
Ind , and played four seamilis of manager Mike Jorgensen.
resident and former baseball caillege hall at Murray. State trorn
When the Cardinals hired
standout at Murray State, had
1976-79, where he had a career 'Fury
Russa prior to the 1996
been named the team's pitching record of 15-4 as a lelthander
season, he brought his own
coach,
replacing
-This is a prat opportunity lot coaches with him to St Louis,
Larry

KEN I tICKN
BASKETBALL

and R;ggne, becanic Ihc
league pitching 0 Otthii11,11i 01.
where he setsek.1 through 21it
In 21)(N. he was hired tor the
same position in Chicago, where
he says he saw a greater opportunity.
"I didn't think the opportunity
was as
(to coach in the
good with Tony cll.! l ili,. lung
itt.1.
coat. ht DilVC DUnc.itl. In
-Opportunities don't hut s. k it
your door every year, so I
advantage of it and put my sell iii
a place to be available when an
opening happened."
.1'he ('uhs rew II LI Riggins
good timing by go mg him the
job N%.1(11(0111 extenduip the search
•See RIGGINS,9A
GERRY BROOME / AP

MSU BASKETBALL

Daniel's time?
KENNEDY HINTS
AT STARTING
SOPHOMORE
FOR
HUMBLED
RACERS
RE(;ROUP
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Editor
Unhappy with his team's
effort, especially on the defensive side of the ball, in
Saturday's loss at Morehead
State, Biny Kennedy hinted at
shaking up his lineup at
Monday's press conference.
The Murray State head
coach was unhappy with his
team's 19 turnovers against
Morehead and the continued
inability of senior guards Isacc
Miles and B.J. Jenkins to take
care of the ball.
The Racers also struggled to
get production, particularly
rebounding, out of their two
starting big men Ivan Aska and
Jeffery McClain.
The
perimeter
depth
Kennedy thought would be the
strength of his team was nonexistent through the two-game
road trip, which opened Ohio
Valley Conference play.
Junior guards Jewuan Long
and Donte Poole combined for
Just five points in a combined
55 minutes of playing time over
the two games.
So as much as Kennedy
would like to say his starling
guards have some competition
for their spots, it simply isn't
currently the case.
On the inside, however, is
where the shake-up could
occur.
Sophomore forward Ed
Daniel was the Racers' most
consistent post player over the
stretch,
Thursday -Saturday
scoring II points and grabbing
four rebounds in 14 minutes
against EKU.
He was rewarded with 20
minutes of playing time against
Morehead (the same amount
McClain received) and scored
six points. He also collected
four hoards against the Eagles.
more than McClain or Aska.
The lack of production of
Aska and McClain could push
Kennedy to give Daniel the
starting nod when the Racers
return to action at Chattanooga

FOR KEN I UCKY
TO FIX PROBLEMS,
BUT NOTRE DAME
[ARMS

TOMMY DILLARD / Lodger FS Times

Sophomore forward Ed Daniel sizes up his chances at making a move to the basket
against the defense of Freed-Hardernan's Kyle Teichmann during an exhibition game
Nov. 9 at the CFSB Center. Daniel is averaging 4.5 points and 3.1 rebounds per game in
13,9 minutes.
on Saturday
McClain is averaging lust
1.5 rebounds per outing while
Kennedy called Aska a "tutu
I actor- both defensively and in
rebounding.
"Ed Daniel will probably get
a lot more of those minutes.- he
said. "Ile is definitely in position to takc somebody's spot it
he can continue to have a good
week tit prat_ e.

"He has been our most consistent (forward) in conference
play. He's fouling too much.
hut at least he's getting his
hotly up and making hard fouls.
That's something our other
guys aren't doing."
Daniel's teammates echo
their coach's sentiments.
"I think Ed right now could
See RACERS 9A

Saturday
at
Chattanooga

Murray State

When: 2 pm
Where: McKenzie Arena (Chattanooga.
Tenn )
TV: Racer Network
Radio: WIGS 103 7 FM
Records: MSU 4-4 (1-1, OVC), UTC 4S 0 Southern)
Last meeting: MSU won 73-62 in
2009 in Mulray
Series record: iidISU leads 5-2

Cardinals not focused on top 25 ranking
TONIGHT
By WILL GRAVES
AP Sports Writer
Ky AP)
LOUIS\ II 1
George Goode couldn't quite
believe it, so he cher ked the
Internet

`We will
be better
than we
are'
PLL's IV ()I TIME

14)1 IS\ II I L B1SKET1111.1.

L'A ILLL HOSTS
SAN FRANCISCO

Kentucky's Doron Lamb
over
shoots
North
Carolina's
Dexter
Strickland
during
Saturday's game in Chapel
Hill, N.C.

I
e I Clt11,.‘ ilk senior center
clicked through a couple of
pares until he found what he
was looking for:
The untreirten Cardinals 16.
(1) were indeed ranked in the
Top 25 for the first time this
season, checking in at No 2-1
on Monda
The elation la.ted all ot
second,

"It doesn't mean anything."
(,rode said. "We really haven't
accomplished anything big."
Not yet any way. Save for a
season-opening win against
Butler Louis' dle's early season s, hedule hasn't exactly
been the toughest around. The
stieny,h or sr lieduleis 30)th in
1
the tantis
number that
ould take .1 iii Vednesday

when the Cardinals host San
Francisco (3-4).
Coach Rick Nino isn't worried about it. He put the schedule together with the purpose
of slowly building a team trying to replace five starters.
Louisville hasn't been challenged during its last five
games. a sign he said of his
team's maturity,

By WILL GRAVES
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
John
Calipari
predicted
Kentucky's early season struggles Months ago, saying there
was no chance his freshmenladen Wildcats would be able to
win their first 19 games the way
the team did a year ago.
The schedule was too tough.
the roster too young. The obstacles too big.
Calipari turned out more
right than he wanted to be.
The 17th-ranked Wildcats (52)have lost two of three heading
into Wednesday night's game
with No. 23 Notre Dame (8-0) in
the SEC/Big East Invitational.
Kentucky has been plagued by
the kind of mistakes Calipari
saw coming over the summer,
namely a lack of trust.
He pointed to several
instances during a 75-73 loss at
North Carolina on Saturday
when the Wildcats were selfish
instead of selfless.
"We were passive (in the loss
to) North Carolina," Calipari
said. "They were the aggressor,
we were passive. Why? Because
we had a couple of guys on the
floor you could not trust. Then
everybody pulls back, no one
helps, no one makes a rotation,
no one wants to leave their own
man because they don't have
any trust."
Caliph isn't panicking, he
knows these growing pains are
part of the process. It's a process
the Wildcats were able to mask a
year ago thanks to the precocious talents of stars John Wall
and Dehlarcus Cousins.
This year's group isn't as talented or as deep. Yet Calipari
remains confident there's plenty
of time to fix the problems, but
allows it won't be easy against
the Fighting Insh.
The game will be played on a
"neutral court" at Freedom Hall
in Louisville. though the sidelines and baseline will he
Kentucky blue. The teams last
met at the arena in 1988, though
the highly partisan crowd
Wednesday will hardly be an
issue for the veteran Irish.
Notre Dame starts five senII See WILDCATS, 9A

Tonight
Kentucky vs. Notre Dame
When: 8 30 p m

What• SEC/Rug East Invitational
Where: Freedom Hall (Louisville, Ky )
TV ( SRN
1171.io:i
ngWC
EaB
st.
o. 99 1 F
Record*: UK 5-2 (0-0, SEC), NO 8-0
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ROM Page 8A
iors, all of whom played the last
time the two teams met in the
2009 NIT quarterfinals. The
Irish won 77-67 in the final
game of the Billy Gillispie-era at
Kentucky. A week later Calipari
was at the helm promising an
instant makeover.
He's done just, that even
while cautioning things would
be bumpier this season. He
anticipated issues early, though
the sleeping habits of freshman
forward Terrence Jones wasn't
among them.
Jones sneaked in a short nap
between the pregame meal and
the trip to the Dean Dome to
face the Tar Heels. Calipari
lslamed the snooze for a lifeless,
foul-troubled 3 for 17 performance.
"He was never emotionally
connected to the game, there
was no sense of urgency the
entire game," Calipari said.
While Jones floundered, the
Tar Heels frontcourt flourished
— Tyler Zeller scored a careerhigh 27 points.
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Late runs lift CCMS girls over N. Marshall
MURRAY GIRLS SWEEP
SOUTH MARSHALL
Stall Report
Early in the second quarter
Tuesday night, the Calloway
County Middle School eighth
grade girls foand themselves in
a 19-4 hole .0 North Marshall
Middle.
Entering the fourth quarter
trailing 31-19, the Lady Lakers
used an 18-point peformance in
the game's final frame and battled back to claim a 37-33 victory.
The Lady Lakers held North
to just one basket in the final
quarter.
Sarah Humphries led the
way with 10 points while
Ashlyn Stalls added nine and
Kelsey Douglas chipped in
seven.
Also scoring in the winning
effort was Kristen Kelly with
four, and Peyton Garland and
Alicia Grady who scored two
each.

With the win, the Lady
Lakers will carry an 8-3 record
into their next game against
Graves County Middle School
at 5 p.m. Thursday at CCMS.
The seventh grade squad was
also successful against North
Tuesday night, using a 9-1 run
in the third quarter to claim a
23-16 victory.
The Lady Lakers were led in
scoring by Maddie Balmer with
10 while Allie Fritts added four.
Katelyn Corbin controlled
the glass for Calloway, pulling
down 12 rebounds to go along
with her three points. Addyson
Scott was also active on the
boards,
grabbing
seven
rebounds with her two pcints.
With the win, the Lady
Lakers move to 6-3 on the season and will face Graves
County on Thursday night at 5
p.m. at home.
MMS girls sweep

From Page 8A
be a starter," lsacc Miles says.
At 4-4 with losses to three
"I think he will be this week power conference programs
coming up. Just his effort is and the predicted OVC runnerup on the road, the Racers are
tremendous."
Kennedy also continued to holding their own against a
speak highly of freshman Chris strong schedule.
Murray State has quality
Griffin, who provided a spark
against Morehead, sinking a wins over a strong East
State
program
three-pointer en route to scor- Tennessee
ing five points and hauling in (which has since beaten Dayton
thr ee rebounds in 12 minutes of on the Flyers' home floor), not
to mention the Pac-10's
time.
With a strong perimeter Stanford.
But you wouldn't know it
game and height (6-foot-7),
Griffin is arguably the Racers' from listening to Kennedy.
The fifth-year chief says his
most versatile player, and has
proven his ability to both score team has gotten away from its
bread and butter — suffocating,
and rebound.
In the past, Kennedy has airtight defense.
The philosophy does seem to
suggested he has been a defensive liability, but as his game hold true for this squad. When
progresses, the coach continues Murray State has been at its
to find him deserving of more best this season against
Stanford and ETSU, the Racers
playing time.
He reminds me of a guy have been far from prolific
like Bruce Carter," Miles says offensively.
In the season opener against
of Griffin. "He's a guard, but he
can play the four, because in East Tennessee. MSU convertour league, the four isn't that ed just one field goal over the
big. He's very versatile and he first 12 minutes of action.
NI can help us tremendously runWhat they did do was hold
ning the floor. He can shoot the the Buccaneers to 33 percent
shootine and keen them to 39
three or he can drive."

points.
The Racers also held
Stanford to 52 points, a far cry
from the 70-plus they gave up
to both Morehead and Eastern
Kentucky in conference play.
"(Defense) has been the
heart of our
program."
Kennedy said. "But when you
have a lot of success ... you
have to understand what you're
about. Right now, we've got
some guys who are too worried
about scoring.
"We may break out a ball
this week On practice), or we
may not. We may play defense
all day. We're going to do what
we have to do to get that mindset back. We may have to double the pose may have to play
some zone, but at this point, we
have to get better man-to-man
first, then we:II make adjustments after that."

•Racers

NOTES:
II Freshman forward Shawn
Jackson, who did not play at
Morehead after aggravating
tendonitis in his knee during
pregame warm-ups, is practicing this week.
Miles, who has dealt with
knee issues of his own since

South Marshall
Both the Murray Middle
School seventh and eighth grade
girls basketball teams swept
South Marshall Middle School
Tuesday night, with the eighth
graders picking up a 46-21 victory despite ear!y foul trouble.
Kay leigh House led the way
for the Lady Tigers, pouring in
14 points to go with her teamhigh six rebounds.
Elizabeth
Grogan
also
reached double-digits with 11
while Bethany Armstrong added
eight. Bethany Vogt rounded out
the scoring for the Lady 'Tigers
with six.
The 9-4 Lady Tigers will
now prepare to host Calloway
County Friday at 5 p.m.
The seventh graders grabbed
an early first-quarter lead and
would not relinquish it. holding
on for a 27-15 win.
Murray was led by Sarah
McDowell with nine points,
with Maddie Waldrop adding
seven and Shelby Moss adding
six.

•
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Haverstock Insurance Agency
Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S 12th St.• Murray, KY '753-3415
John Williams

INFO
seefrA„,„
Insurance

SCOREBOARD
Morehead St
'it Catharine 64
Lipscomb 73 Ai. stin Peay 70
Tennessee St 74 Alabama A&M oti
Tonight
Kentucky Christian at Eastern
Kentucky, 6 p m
High Point at Tennessee Tech 6 p m
Tennessee-Martin at Central Arkansas
7 pm
Ball St at Eastern Illinois 7 p m
SE Missouri St at Southern Illinois
7 05 p m

First Region Boys Basketball
Tuesday
Fulton Co 55, Ballard Memorial 52
Trigg Co 68. Christian Fellowship 28
Graves Co 73, Community Christian 34
Heath 48, Hickman Co 44
St Mary 54. Lone Oak 43
Paducah Tilghman 53, Mayfield 42
Carlisle Co 67. Fulton City 61
First Region Girls Basketball
Tuesday
Carlisle Co /4, Fulton City 23
Community Christian 55, Graves C.,o 49
Heath 57, Hickman Co 49
St Mary 58. Lone Oak 51
Paducah Tilghman 54. Mayfield 43
Calloway Co 62. Manon (Ill )45 (City of
Metropolis Tournament)
OVC Basketball
fuesday

Slate Basketball
Tonight
Notre Dame as Kentucky (at Freedom
in
Hall). 830 p
(ESPN)
San Frarr.,sco at I oirisville 6 p m
(ESPNri corn)
Western Kentucky at Bowling Green 6
p fri

Riggins

From Page 8A
beyond the organization.
As a minor league pitching
coordinator for both the Cubs and
preseason
practice began, the Cardinals, Riggins was able to
talked Tuesday about the live in Murray and travel back
adjustment freshmen face to and forth to the teams' affiliates.
He and his family resided in
playing when banged up.
"You've still got to keep St. Louis up until 1996. when his
pushing," he said. "With my new job allowed him to more or
bruise, I was still here every less live wherever he wanted.
Ile chose to conic back to the
day trying to get better. It's hard
getting back to your regular place where he had spent his colways, and that's what Shawn lege days playing under longtime
has to do, come in and continue Thoroughbreds coach Johnny
Reagan.
to work and not be satisfied."
Though he'll now be spending
III After Saturday's loss,
Kennedy knows satisfaction is much more of his time in
something he won't have to Chicago. Riggins says Murray is
guard against going into tough and will remain his home.
His wife, Tammie, works in
tilts
non-conference
at
and
Financial
Chattanooga this week and Accounting
against Western Kentucky on Services at Murray State while
his daughter is finished up course
Nov. 18.
And he rather likes it that work at MSU.
Riggins has also worked with
way.
"We needed to be broken, so a number of local high school
I look at (the loss) as a good pitchers from Murray and
thing," he said. "We need to be Calloway County.
Riggins credited exceptional
humbled. We came into the season expecting it to be like last coaching mentors throughout his
year, and we're not performing athletic career (he played high
school basketball under the winat last year's level.
"We're going to grind it ottt ningest coach in Indiana history),
over the next couple of weeks, one of which was Reagan, who
and hopefully, going into con- coached the 'Breds for 36 years
ference play in January, we'll from 1958-93.
—The coaehes I've been under
he much improved."

THIS HOLIDAY
SEASON GIVE
SOMETHING

NEZS

have been the best," he said.
"Reagan is such a class person.
We never thought about losing.
We always had a winning season,
a winning tradition. 'That's one
reason why I chose Murray
State."
Riggins said his favorite memory of his time as a 'Bred was
when the team advanced to the
regional final in 1979, losing to
Mississippi State and missing out
on the College World Series by
just one game.
Though his position with the
Cubs is a new one, he will be surrounded by familiar faces. Many
of the pitchers he helped develop
as they worked their up through
the minor league system are now
on the big-league roster in
Chicago, including relievers
Andrew Cashner, James Russell
and Justin Berg. as well as Casey
Coleman, who got eight starts in
2009 and notched tOur victories.
''l think I have an advantage
with knowing those kids that
went up there this year," he said.
"I've been in this organization for
three years, and I've got a good
hold on what's going on in the
tam system."
-The veterans, you let them do
their thing and tweak them here
and there. hut the big thing is getting the young guys comfortable
and helping them produce."
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Elizabeth Edwards shared
private pain with public

- Giving Back to the Community -

By MIKE BAKER
David "Mudear Saunders, a
and CALVIN WOODWARD
politi
cal adviser and friend of
Associated Press
the
famil
y, said Elizabeth
CHAPEL HILL, N.C.(AP)—
Elizabeth Edwards lost her hair Edwards' health rapidly deterioto cancer, her son to an acci- rated over the last few weeks.
During
dent, her husband to anoth
that
period, her
er
estra
nged husband and their
woman.
No wonder adult daughter. Cate, came to be
she called one with her, Saunders said.
Elizabeth Edwards became an
in
"Resilience." advocate in her own right for
And another health care reform and for the
"Saving poor, two issues that had driven
her husband, too. In that work,
Graces."
Edwards' she lacked his clout but also his
death Tuesday baggage.
"Our country has benefited
at
age 61 ended
Edwwards
a struggle of from the voice she gave to the
extraordinary and multiple cause of building a society that
dimensions, any one of which lifts up all those left behin
d,"
might have consumed the more President Barack Obama said.
faint-hearted. She had lived side
Edwards was calculating and
by side with high political ambitious in her own right, as
ambition, personal betrayal, well. A shrewd attor
ney,
advancing disease and single- Edwards contributed
mightily
minded determination, and in to her husband's rise
in politics
her last years built a aetwork of and acted conspicuously
to presupporters who took life lessons vent his fall, his pann
er in hidfrom her adversities.
ing a secret that would come out
A public figure to the end, anyway.
Edwards said goodbye to them
Two books published about
the day before, online, after the 2008 campaign
characterdoctors had concluded they ized her as shrill
toward her
could do no more to save her. husband and sometime
s verbalThey figured she might have ly abusive
to campaign staff,
weeks at best; she lived hours.
especially as his run faltered
John Edwards, the man she and tabloid repor
ts of his affair
had advised as a strategist and piled up.
supported as a spouse through a
In a riveting moment from the
Senate campaign and two runs Democrat
ic presidential prifor the presidency, joined the mary
campaign, the couple
family by her side. The couple stood
together in apparent harhad separated about a year ago, mony
and loving mutual suptheir marriage and their shared
port in March 2007 to tell the
dreams of power shattered by
country that her breast cancer,
his affair with a campaign
diagnosed
in
2004, had
videographer and his eventual
returned, spread and could not
admission that he had fathered
be cured.
his lover's child.

Pictured are members
of the Kentucky High
Schooi Rodeo
Association giving
back to the Sturgis
community after collecting canned goods
for the local food
pantry during their
rodeo last month The
group will be giving
back to the Murray
community by holding
a toy drive during the
Kentucky High School
Rodeo to be held in
Murray, Dec 18-19, at
Murray State
University's William
"Bill" Cherry
Exposition Center on
College Farm Road
Photo provided

Rethink Possible'

Rolling Stone releases
Lennon's final interview
By NEKESA MLNABI
MOODY
AP Music Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — Three
days before he was gunned
down, John Lennon complained
about his critics — saying they
were just interested in "dead
heroes- — and talked optimistically about his family and
future, musing that he had
"plenty of time- to accomplish
some of his life goals.
Lennon's
final interview
was released to

James Dean. I'm not interesting
in being a dead (expletive) hero.
.. So forget 'cm, forget 'em."
He also predicted that Bruce
Springsteen, then hailed as
rock's bright future, would
endure the same critical barbs:
"And
God
help
Bruce
Springstecn when they decide
he's no longer God. ... They'll
turn on him, and I hope he survives
But Lennon also talked about
trying to be a good father to his
youngest son Sean, learning
how to relate to a child (he
Associated
admitted he wasn't good at
by
play
) and spoke of his strong
R
Proelslisng Stone
bond
with wife Yoko Ono:"I've
on Wednesday,
selec
ted to work with ... only
the
30th
anniversary of two people: Paul McCartney
Lennon
the musician's arid Yoko Ono.... That ain't bad
death.
The picking.issue using the full interview
At 40, he was also reflective
will be on magazine stands on of
what he had accomplished so
Friday. While brief excerpts of
far in life and exploring life's
Jonathan Cotes interview with
themes, and remained commitLennon were released for a
ted to his goal of peace and love
1980 Rolling Stone cover story
days after Lennon's death, this on earth.
"I'm not claiming divinity.
is the first time the entire interI've never claimed purity of
view has been published.
"His words are totally joyous soul. I've never claimed to have
arid vibrant and hopeful and the answers to life. I only put
subversive and fearless," said out songs and answer
questions
Cott in an interview on as honestly as I can
... But I still
Tuesday. "He didn't mince believe
in peace, love and
words.
understanding."
Lennon saves some of his
Ono released a statement
harshest words for critics who
Tuesday night in tribute to
were perennially disappointed
with Lennon's path, in both Lennon.
"On this tragic anniversary
music and in his life, after leavpleas
e join me in remembering
ing the Beatles.
John
with deep love and
"These critics with the illusions they've created about respect," Ono said. "In his shon
artists
it's like idol worship:. lived life of 40 years, he has
he said. "They only like people given so much to the world The
.
when they're on their way up ... world was lucky to have
known
I cannot be on the way up again. him We still
learn so much
"What they want is dead from him
today. John, I love
heroes, like Sid Vicious and you!
"
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Hospital now offers
gastric sleeve surgery
Special to the Ledger
Gastric sleeve weight-loss
surgery has proven to help many
shed excess weight and gain
back their health and wellness.
Dr. Brian Swain, bariatric surgeon, is now offering gastric
sleeve surgery -- a weight-loss
surgery for obese patients.
Gastric sleeve surgery was
originally used to initiate the
surgical weight loss process in
patients who were not eligible
for other weight loss surgeries.
A study on the outcomes of 292
patients who underwent laparoscopic gastric sleeve weight-loss
surgery showed that the procedure is safe and effective and
results in significant weight
loss. The study, "Initial
Outcomes
Following
Laparoscopic
Sleeve
Gastrectomy in 292 Patients as a
Single-stage Procedure for
Morbid Obesity," was published
in the February 2010 edition of
The Bariatric Times.
The average percentage of
excess weight loss after surgery
was 24 percent after one month,
36 percent after 3 months, 50
percent after 6 months, 57 percent after 9 months and 60 percent after 12 months.'the study
demonstrates that it can be used
as a single-stage operation for
patients not eligible for other
weight loss surgeries, as well as

patients who are eligible for lap
band or gastric bypass surgery.
Sleeve gastrectomy offers as
much weight loss as gastric
bypass surgery with a decreased
potential for complication.
Under the direction of Swain,
director of bariatric surgery,
Murray-Calloway
County
Hospital's Bariatric Solutions
offers the gastric sleeve as a single-stage procedure. The shortand long-term weight-loss and
health benefits achieved by
patients have prompted most
major insurances to cover the
procedure.
"The gastric sleeve is a procedure that does not involve
rerouting or reconnecting of the
patient's intestines and is therefore a much simpler operation
than gastric bypass," said
Swain, who introduced gastric
sleeve surgery into his practice
in June 2010. "Basically, the left
side of the stomach is surgically
removed which results in a
stomach that has moon-shaped
contours and is reduced in volume by 70-80 percent. And,
unlike the lap-band, the gastric
sleeve does not require the
implantation of an artificial
device inside the patient's
abdomen."
In addition, studies have
shown that the gastric sleeve is
more effective at reducing the

1 in 3 Americans already
got a flu shot this year
STEPHANIE HMO
tion is babies younger than 6
Associated Press
NEW YORK (AP) — As the months.
Fears of swine flu last year
flu season gets under way, about
helped
boost vaccination for the
I in 3 Americans have already
been vaccinated, health officials ordinary flu to a record 40 percent of adults and children. Two
reported Friday.
That's about the same rate or slots were needed last year, one
even a little ahead of seasonal for winter flu and one for swine
flu vaccinations at this time last flu.
year, said Dr. Anne Schuchat. of
Most of the flu in the U.S. then
the Centers for Disease Control was swine
flu — the 2009 HINI
and Prevention in Atlanta.
strain. It killed about 12,0(X)
"We find that very encouragpeople. While it turned out not
ing," said Schuchat, noting that
to be as deadly as first feared.
the flu hasn't been in the headchildr
en and young adults were
lines as it was last year during
hit
hard.
the swine flu global epidemic.
HIN1 was a "sobering
In a survey of adults and chilremind
er about the severity and
dren, a third reported getting
vaccinated, IS percent said they unpredictability of flu," said
would definitely get vaccinated Schuchat.
and another 25 percent said they
Schuchat said flu vaccine is
probably would, she said.
plentiful; a record 160 million
Flu usually peaks between doses have been distri
buted.
January and March but was Each
year, a different flu vacwidespread a year ago because
cine is brewed to match flu
of swine flu. So far, flu activity
strains. This year's includes
nationwide has been low except
swine flu and two other kinds of
in the Southeast, particularly in
influenza. So far, swine flu is
Georgia.
trailin
g the other two.
"Don't be fooled by the past
In the CDC survey, two-thirds
few months. Flu is coming,"
warned Schuchat during a tele- of the people vaccinated said
they got it at a doctor's office,
conference.
For the first time, officials this hospital or clinic. The rest got it
year are urging nearly everyone at work or a store. The highest
to get protected with a flu shot vaccination rate was in those 65
or nasal spray. The only excep- and older.

Swain
feeling of hunger than the gastric hand or gastric bypass and it
has lower risks of experiencing
post-operative malnutrition or
vitamin deficiency.
Bariatric Solutions has successfully performed over 200
weight loss surgeries, including
gastric sleeve and Lap-Band®.
All of the surgeries are performed laparoscopically, which
is less invasive and typically
reduces the patient's length of
hospital stay. Swain has a team
of multi-disciplinary professionals including, a program coordinator, registered nurse, registered dietitian and psychiatrist
who are there to support the
patient throughout his or her
weight-loss journey. The team
empowers patients to make significant changes in their lifestyle
- especially in their eating
habits.
For more information about
weight-loss surgery options and
Bariatric Solutions, contact the
Marketing Department at 7621381 or Bariatric Solutions at
762-1547.

KYSER

LOUGH / Ledger & Times
MCCH BOARD RECOGNMON: The Murray-C
alloway County Hospital Board of Trustees
recognized outgoing Murray Mayor and board memb
er Danny Hudspeth at their Dec. 1 board
meeting. Pictured above, from right, board chair
Sandra Parks, Mayor Hudpseth, Regina
Hudspeth, Florence Hudspeth and Rodney Bohan
non. Below, board of trustees member
Burton Young was recognized at the Dec. 1 meeti
ng for five years of service to the board.
Pictured is Young, right, and board chair Sandra Parks
.
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Santa is couling to
The Veclicd Arts narillocy

Hew ure some tips to help you cope with stress*ringthe
•
•

from 2-S

activielall

out to increase enjoyment.
•
•

OTT

MITT'SC1cW,Deceintber

Keep expectations for the holiday season manageelde
goals and make a list to prioritise activities.
Be realistic about what you can and cannot do - spread

•
•

Do something for someone else - volunteer your time
help
Enjoy activities that are free - drive to look at holida
y
window shop, mike.anesvmsos,set '
Spend time with these you care gout.
Take cam of yourself eat healthy and lk exercise interi
or
Save time for reveal!!

Everyone is Invited
IC

Santa will have goodie bags
for all the kids.

Nledical Arts Building • Suite 480 West

www.MttrravPhysiciatts.coin
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ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check
the first insertion of their ads for any
error Murray Ledger & Times will be
responsible for only one incorrect
insertion. Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can
be made

Lepel Notice
Notice
Personals
Financial
Romania.* Wanted
Loot And Found
Maio Wanted
Position Wasted
Doniadc & Cladcane
Mainois Ormelona/
aftartinics

corapiewo

iss
140
190
Ille
IN
100
IN

Appliance Pads
Mini To Oaf
Arabs For Sas
Appliances
Foraisidaps

la)
195
200
210
220
200
270
200

206
300
320
330
340
240
3/0
350
110
425

Anthem

LAMM II Gerden

Fan,, Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sport* Equipment
Firewood
Murkel
Not** Home Lob For Sala
Mobile Home* For Sala
Mobile Hostas For Asa
WPM HOMO Lola For /lent
Business Rentals
Aporheenh For Asa
Rooms For Rani
Nooses For IWO
Stomp flardsla
Corantarast Property
Pas & Supplas
Leonia* & Supplies
Public Sas
Land For Asa a Lass

snismitsimm

INDEX
010
020
020
030
040
000
OtiO
0/0
090
is.
110
1,0

Nev

PAO,CLASSIFIED AD RATES
lksol Estate
taw Properly
Lots For Sala
Lots For Asa
Fame For dais
Acmes
Hams For Sale
Notoicalos ATV.
Arao Port.
spor1 Ullay Vadat*
Used Can
%PIS
Wed Tacks
Camas
Sams & Mum
Merlon Oland
Fres Cream
TOMeco & ikappliss

is 11' 1

DEADLINES

1

17(

$8.50 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.

Monday
Saver

(All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Vini Period
23-35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping
Guide)
1 1 NI

%. I 1`•

$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words $.50

•

each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
.35 extra for Smart Saver(Mon. Classifieds go into Smart Saver)
I!

loW.Tal• '01191: 114.1
4 • :la .S‘la

.

- • us.)

Ili

e

t

Fn. 10 a.m.

Tuesday
Wednesday

Fn. 10 a.m.
Von. 10 iffl.
Mon. 12 p.m.

Thursday

Wed. 10 a.m.

Friday
Saturday

Thur. 10 a.m.
Thur. 12 p.m.
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l'ib neat VOW Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Ashl

ft*,by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office

Estate of. Gertrude
Hauge, 5727 Fawn Rd..
Murray, Ky 42071;
10-P-249,
Fiduciary:
Robert Dees, 646 wilt
Rd., Kirkary, Ky 42064;
Attorney:
N/A
Appointed: 11-22-2010
Estate of Shirley A.
Wade. 1603 Belmont Dr..
Murray, KY
42071;
10-P-263,
Fiduciary:
Jerry Wade, 27 Cherry
Hill Lane, Murray, Ky
42071; Attorney: Warren
Hopkins, 405-B Maple
St, Murray. Ky 42071;
Appointed:
11-24-10
Estate of: Ella Mae
Quertermous, 1306 Wells
Blvd , Murray, Ky 42071:
10-P-267;
Fiduciary:
Ellen Quertermouc 2155
Chickeriser, Nashville,
To 37218; Attorney:
John
Gregory, Jr.,
204 8.
Ilth
81.,
Murray, Ey
43071;
Appointed: 11-29-2010
Estate
of
Barbara
McClure, 1308 Farris
Ave., Murray, KY 42071:
10-P-2(19,
Fiduciary:
Cary McClure, 1306
Farris Ave, Murray, KY
42071; Attorney: Sid
Easley, 204 S. 6th St.,
Murray, Ky
42071;
Appointed: 8-14-2010
Estate
of:
Cherie*
Tidwell, 4298 U.S. Hwy
641 S.. Murray, Ky
42071;
10-P-270
Fiduciary: Joni Tidwell,
608 Weldwood Rd.,
Jupiter,
Fl
33458
Attorney- Sid Easley,
204 S 6th St., Murray,
Ky
42071;
Appointed: 1-29-2010
Estate
of:
James
Treysthan. 1228 Wiewell
Rd., Murray, Ky 42071;
10-P-271,
Fiduciary:
Johnny
McDougal,
903 Meadow Lane,
Murray, Ky
42071;
Attorney: Sid Easley,
204 5. 6th St. Murray,
Ky
42071,
Appointed -3021

L_GET TIM 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL.753-1916

Opr
TOD #14

ADVERTISING SALES
The Murray Ledger & Times is currently
accepting resumes for the position of
Advertising
Sales
Representative.
Responsibilities for this position include servicing established accounis, developing advertising plans and developing new accounts in
Murray and surrounding areas. You must enjoy
working with the public and be self-motivated.
Prior sales experience is required. Degree ia
Advertising, Marketing. or Public Relations
preferred, but not required. Salary will be
based on education and sales expenence.

Just compare...
save money & time!

shopping

$630/mo
pets_ 270VICTORI

Wish all of your customers, patrons and friends a
Merry
Christmas without buying the cards, writing the notes
,
licking the envelopes, and getting the stamps.

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
769.3556

Paid holidays and vacation, health and dental
plans, salary plus commission. are all part oil
an excellent benefit package.

ULTIMATI
APAR'
Complete
appliance
carport &:
Central g.
air. Excel
from uni

5.359 Merry Ckristmas in
one ease step!

Dependable. Honest,
Hardworking lady with
years of experience
would hke to clean your
home weekly or biweekly. Excellent references. 270-753-0649
RETIRED MILITARY
SPOUSE
SEEKING
HOUSES TO CLEAN
270-227-4502

room 5
Murray in
area. Net
remodelet
with greal
refrigerati
Very quie
paid inclu
$600/mo

YOUR GREETING WILL INCLUDE
FULL COLORI

11,ki

Notice To Creditors
The following Estate
Fiduciary appointments
have been made in the
Calloway District Court.
All claims against these
appointments should be
filed with the Clerk and
the Fiduciary within six
months of the date of
qualification.

270-492-8

Advertising Sales Position
Murray Ledger & Times

ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
0000 used air conditioner. stove, refrigerator, electric & gas
heater, storm windows.

P.O. Box 1040-Z
Murray,KY 42071
,N%

41.
14

1, 1

•

NOTICE
Advertisers are
requested to check
the first Insertkai of
their ad tor any error.
Murray Ledger &
Times will be responsible tor only one
Inconect insertion.
Any error should be
repotted knmedistely
lid &anecdotist can
be made.
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their

An Equal Opportunity Employer

JUST give us a can,
be gbd to help,
Tour loved one we'll
by to find,
'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered
Friends Here at the
Lodger & Times.

SALES PERSONNEL
• Full & Part Time

Competitive salary, paid vacations and

Call 753-1916

ASSISTANT needed
for
doctor's office
Ability to deal with people a must. Will train
qualified
person.
Please call 759-1116
for details.
Coordinator
SALES
sought by John Deere
dealership to support
our growing business.
Responsibilities
include inventory control and accounting

practices. Qualified
applicants must have a
positive attitude, ability
to work with others,
and customer service
skills. We offer competitive pay, and a complete employee benefit
package.
Send
resumes to recruiting0hutsoninc.com .

& Stretch Rings

Trends SI Treasures Mall
pld Uncle Jeff's Buildin
;j
•ei-er-n_ej

co=

Nettie
Fetid.
Case tractor(801 B)
real estate lots. Will
consider trades.
753-4109. 227-1546

1st, 2nd, and

3rd shifts

Customer
Service
Representative
Data Entry Clerk
Please submit your
resume to
careersOchuckjones net

V
i
sit
www.chuckiones.net
for
complete job
descriptions
If hired applicants must
pass a background
check and drug screen
DENTAL

Assistant
Needed! Hours: M-TH,
8:00am-5:00pm. Must
have experience. Must
be reliable, professional, and have a good
rapport with patients.
Serious inquires only.
Mail resumes to P.O.
Box 995 Murray. KY
42071

and retail experience
required. Outgoing personality would be a
plus. Must be able to
work Saturdays if necessary_ Please send
resume to P.O. Box
1040-0 Murray, KY

42071.
MASSAGE Therapist
needed. Send resume
to: 1710-C Hwy 121 N.,
Murray.
NOW HIRING ASSISTANT
MANAGERS!
National Retailer.
terihaney0myway.com
NOW
Hiring Front
Desk. Apply in person

for kids. Buy
appraise coins.
270-753-4161

2BR & Lot, $10,900.
270-753-6012

RICH top soil, red gravel for sale. 210-3781,
559-2032.

22 cu. ft. Hot Poin
refrigerator. Lg. Gas
Stove Frigidaire, used
very little.
270-761-5340

LARGE
SIF.ILEC T1ON
APPItlANt tr
WARD II NINC

US 1 0

(270) /53 1713

72X16 vinyl siding
2BR, 28A. Completely
renovated. Laminate
wood and tile floors,

new countertops, metal
roof, whirlpool jacuzzi.
Includes decks appliances, AC unit. Call
270-293-6321.

2 BR • 1 BA mobile
home, furnished. $125
weekly. References
required.
270-753-6558
38R $295.00
2BR $250.00
753-6012
3BR 270-293-6116
NICE 2 bedroom, no
pets. 753-9866

Pool Table Guy,
20 Years Experience.
Pool Tables Bought, Sold
Serviced and Moved

PECO

731-819-4655

Rrswood

DISCLAIMER
PROGRESSIVE local
Ag
Equipment
Company has an
opportunity for you to
join their team of professionals as a Retail
Finance Manager. The
position will oversee
the retail finance contracts within the sales
organization and developing and maintaining
relationships

with

financial institutions
and
customers.
Experience and customer relationship skills
are a must. Send
resumes to recruiting0hutsoninc.com.

YAMAHA portable keyboard, PSR-GX76, with
stand $175.
270-753-319')

270-753-98

VERY nice

garage, C
appliances.
RE
753-9898

MBC Storage

For Reit
21311, 2BA duplex,
$525/mo. +1/mo. secunty-deposit, no pets
please Available
12/17/2010. Call
492-8566 after-6pm or
293-8566

le

bnonts For Rent

4BR, C/H/A, all appliances. Coleman RE
753-9898_

753-

•
•
•
•
•0_••

MI
;
•

111113
11,

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE

1st Full Mo. Rent Free

Calloway Garden
Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive
I KR & 211R Ape.

Ize

n ts

24/7 Surveillance

Climate Control
Electricity

270-753-8556
TDD 1-801-545-1833
Ext. 283

812 Whitnell Ave.

Fqual opportunoty

Mu
Murray
Anonymoi
615 Soul
South side
behind Re;
The scl
Sunday. I
smoking, I
noon. opei
open, smo
closed. no

01

753-3853

DUPLEX Lynn Grove
on 94W. Large, 2BR,
1.5 bath, garage, all
appliances. 1 small
indoor pet allowed.
$675 mo.
270-227-1743

.1ac

SUBSCRIBE
1* * 110Ult * * 1
HOLMDAY
* SOUMON1
I Give a gift subscription to the

I

MURRAY

HAZEL Apartments
taking applications for 1 & 2br units
Rent based on income
Mobility impairment
accessible.
Phone
492-8721. Mon &
Thurs
10-12pm. TDD No.
1-800-648-6056. Equal
Housing Opportunity.

1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.
1808 Monroe 3BR
duplex, C/H/A, w/d, Extremely nice one
bedroom in Hazel. We
$500
4BR house near MSU pay the electric bill.
water, trash, and fur$70u
nish all appliances
753-0606
including washer &
1BR price reduced. dryer. Only $550/m
o
various
locations. You won't find a nicer
Coleman RE
or cleaner apartment'
753-9898
(270)492-8211
1BR, unfurnished, near
campus, no pets, nonNEAR university. Like
smoking unit, $260 per
new large 2BR C/FliA.
month. 753-5980.
Low utilities. Ouiet.
2BR, C/H/A, all appliWhat
you've been
ances, large master
looking for. $450 -1
bedroom. deck, & lawn
deposit.
maintenance. Coleman
(270)978-0913
RE 270-753-9898

A&F Warr
Near MSt.

10 X 10 and 10 X 20
Lights and Electricity
24/7 Surveillance
1900 N. 12th St.
Behind Murray Business Center

Now

(270)210-6267 Pick
up or delivery

3 & 4B1
Available.
Various
Coleman R

Publish Date:
Monday, December 20
Deadline:
Thursday December 16
at 5PM

GARLAND
Rentals
presently has two bedroom apartments available. Call for your
appointment
today.
270-753-2905.

only. Holiday Inn
Express Hwy 641 N.
Murray

FIREWOOD

When accessing the
-help warned- section
on our classifieds
wchpage at
murrayledgercom,
you will be redirected
johnetwork.com
By default
Murray and local rob
listing, will appear on
11115 website.
However. as a national
websire. not all listing,
on the iohnetwork.com
arc placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Time, Please call
us it you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
rob listings_ Thank you

Noires For Sok
2002 Clayton, 16x80
3BR, 2BA, vinyl siding
extra clean. Excellen
condition_
270-489-2525

Slabs & Sawdust.
270-293-9063

2BR, IBA.
of Murray
759-4826.

[
CIL

CHRISTOPHER'S
COINS has great bargains. Heart of Hazel
and
Trend-NTreasures. Free gifts
and

low1111

1BR, Leas(
No Pets!
0728, 270-1

From: The staff
of the
Murray Ledger
& Times

HAY for sale
$3.00/ Bale
753-1287

LOCAL ladies retai
store is now hiring part
time. Computer skills

Wishing only
the best
for our readers,
advertisers,
& patrons this
holiday season.

•

generous employee discounts. Retail experience preferred.
Apply in person at
306 S. 12th Street, Murray

C.A.
Jones
Management Group is
accepting applications
for the following positions for a temporary
assignment:
Positions available on

LEDGER&TillES

Buying & Selling
old U.S. Coins,
Collections &
Currency Skiver
dollars, halves,
quarters, dimes,
gold coins, proof
sets & mints sets.
Randy Brandon
293-6999

ESTEE LAUDER COUNTER MANAMA
• Full Time

NURSE PRACTITIONER OR
WOMAN'S ASSISTANT
NANNIKATI WORM at ilewy Comfy
Orthopedito and Sports Medieleit with leather
%Awl,Mit Orthopedic experionse preferred,
let twit required.Indent ptr/ and bosseflte.
Fax resume 731-843-88711 or smells
deeleowshoesecesom

VI UM‘I

753-4109

fie Mae

LadMlFeted

& Bling;
Rooth se6
NEW "Razor Cut"
Coats, Hoodies & Tops
Assort. Silicone Watches Only WOO
All Jewelry & Handbags 20'4 off
$5.00 off Razor Cut with this coupon
New Shipment of Scarves

Wecfnef
Phone
Equa

at Chlkkare

INVITATION TO BID
The City of Hurray is accepting sealed bids for the
purchase of the following surplus vehicles:
1985 Ford 8000 Fire Truck Pumper
1986 Chevy C-30 Flatbed with Lincoln Welder
1989 Chevy 6 cyl. Pickup
1994 Ford F250 Utility Truck
Bid forms may be obtained from the City Clerk's
Office at 104 N. 5th Street, Murray, KY. All bids
are
to be waled and marked "Surplus Bid- Vehicles" and
delivered to the City Clerk's Office by 200 p.m
local
time on Tuesday, December 21, 2010. Vehicles
are
being sold as is. The City of Murray reserved
the
right to waive informalities and to reject any and
all
bids_

NOTICE TO
CREDITOlt9

VISA
mmuse

M

LANNI
Mike

Naos

ey Morris or Carrie Stephenson
Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.• Fax: 7531927

NOVI
1, 2 & 3t
We act
8v
Apply at
902 Nc

LEDGER &TIMES*1
Hume
3 mo.
6 mo.

1 yr.

For mi

Delivery
Local Mail
$30.00
$35.00
$55.00 3 me.
me.
$63.0
$105.00
I yr.
$110.00

Rest of Ki'frN
A

3 me
6 mo.
1 yr
I Check
-

1k' I
"eat
doel
and

All Other Mail
Subscriptions

$70.50 3 ma.
$90.00 6 mo.
$120.00 I )r.
Money Order

$75.00
S%.00
$145.00

Visa

Name
I Si Address
City
I
•
I State

I

1
I.

Zip

Daytime l'h

•

Mail this coupon with payment to:
Murray Ledger & Times

Thurs
Fri. IC
Sat. Ii

P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 4'2071
Sr ill (270) 753-1916
a

Murray 1.edger &

CLASSIFIEDS

House For Sale 6 Owner

Fri.10 a.m.
-fii.10

New Construction. Approx 2260 sig_ft.,
3BR, 2.5BA with Bonus Roomn
1700 Johnson, Close to Murray High
$234,900
270-978-1107 or 270-978-0505

Mee. 12 p.m.

Thor. 10 a.m.
Thur. 12 p.m.

VISA
0.1111111111W

NOW LEASING
1. 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday. Friday
Phone 759 4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1-800-648-6056

,sill kno,,,"g1,,
,
.,dt ert..ing Mr real e.t.a,. 11111,11
5. not in ImlatIon ot the la,. All

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell (270) 293-4183
Yam.- 4pm MF

1850 St Rt 121S
Murray KY 42071
270-753-5562

J&I. RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.

1414
Oakhill
Dr..
Campbell
Estates,
145x175tt, perfect for
walkout
basement
270-759-5469 or
270-978-0876

Dozer, back hoe, and
track
hoe
work
Installation and repair
on septic systems
Now offering septic
tank pumping Major
credit cards accepted

We Finance
hollandrrotorsale,
,corm
270-7534461
2003 Jaguar S-Type,
Fully Loaded, excellent
condition. $9,850. 270970-8416

978-0404
AFIPLIAP%CE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

10x15 $40
(.270) 436-2524
(270) 293-6906

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
•We sell boxes'
-We rent U-Hauls
753-9600

Prop. For Rent

RETAIL Store in Hazel
5000
SF
+/$1000.00/month
270-492-8211
18"
U
4 Sups**

VERY nice 3BR with
garage, C/H/A, and
appliances. Coleman
RE
753-9898

I

CKC
Chihuahua
Puppies Ready Now.
$250 270-227-0924
DOG Obedience.
(270)436-2858.
Shih-Tzu
puppies.
AKC, CKC, male $200$300 270-251-0310
evenings

20

Call Ashley Morris or
Carrie Stephenson at
270-753-1916

.210 8/1 '19 1 F.

•

1&M
(AWN SERVICE
Mowing, Manicuring,
land.naping P.
leaf Vac uuming
Sali'.tai lion guaranicr
753-1816 227-0611

RC

!tr. •,,.111,.

/011,1P .,e

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753.1916

Yon ten awn on the
most experienced
is West Ky.
403 Then lityior

BRAND new 38R 2BA
753-7728
2 Car garage, Custom
Brick
home
in
Bnarcrest Subdivision. Hill Electric
Since 19/46
Hardwood
Floors,
24 Noun mime
Formal dining, custom
Res ('rim., & Intl
cabinets, open floor
Licensed & Insured
plan with lots of natural
light. Approx. 1800 SF All jobs - hig or small
Living. Call for your
753-9562
private showing
436-5141 A-AFFORD270- 753-2905.
ABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work.
New 2-4
A-1 Lamb's
Redman boon Is
Professional Tree
Rivertleild Retain.
SONICe Insured
SEG
pro
lt=rty 753-TREE (8733)
ADAMS Homo
Improvement
2,3-7172
Additions, Remodeling.
Roofing, Vinyl Siding,
Laminate
Floors.
REDUCED. Priced for
Repairs, workers comp
quick sale. New energy Insured
efficient, 3BR, 2BA 2227-2617
car garage. 2.240 sq.
Drywall
Hanging,
ft cathedral ceilings,
Finishing. Patch Jobs,
concrete
driveway. All Phases
of Painting.
large lot. No city taxes.
FREE ESTIMATES'
Lots of energy rebates
Call 270-293-8656 or
210-3781, 55M-2032.
270-227-9193

ROOFING Licensed
and fully insured
Adam's
Home
Improvement
270-227-2617

LEARN TO FLY
in Murray
Professional Flighi
Instruction
*Flight Review
-Discovery Flight

(270)873-2098
(270)925-5387

David's Home
Improvement
LEC

1.1011sit;E.'IR Sie

MI 11-4]!.-i

Water Damaged Floors
Braces & Floor Joists
Remodeling & Plumbing
Will Do insiorance Work
visa & MasterCard Accepted

731-247-5422
270-293-2643
Need help
Promoting your Hitsines?
YEARRY'S
Tree
Service. Free est-mates. Phone 4362562, 227-0267

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming,
removal.
stump grinding, firewood. Insured
489-2839.

11 \IC,
'
\
VII \ I
• weekly & special pick
• locally owned/operated
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2734

SUDOKU
Conc.ptis Sudoitu

52

Call us we will be glad to help.
Murray Ledger & Times
270-753-1916

Sucloku is a number-piacing puzzle based on a 9xn grid with
several given numbers The obfect is to place the numbers 11
,,
W' the empty squares so that each ruw each column arid each
3x3 box contains the same number only once The difficulty levet
of the Concepbs Sudoku increases from Monday to Sunday

Ih Dave Green

9. _

amilp

7
5
9

3101 St Rt 121N.
753-8087

Hiintlyinan Work

Answer to previous puzzle
8 1 2 7 9 5 3 6
6 4 7 3 1 2 8 5
3 5 9 8 4 6 1 7
2 6 8 1 7 4 9 3
9 3 5 2 6 8 4 1
1 7 4 5 3 9,2 8
7 2 6 4 8 3 5 9
5 9 3 6 2 1 7 4
4 8 1 9 5 7 6 2

7
270-918-02 'tl

4
9
2
5
7
6
1
8
3

••

6i9i5 7

8 3,2

1

•

Diffit-ulry Level ***

Murray AA lists present schedule Horoscope
Murray
Alcoholics
Anonymous holds meetings at
615 South 12th St., in the
Southside Shopping Center
behind Regions Branch Bank.
The schedule is as follows:
Sunday. 8 p.m., closed, no
smoking, 12x12 study: Monday.
noon. open. no smoking. 8 p.m.
open, smoking; Tuesday, 8 p.m.
closed, no smoking: Wednesday,

11 a.m. closed, no smoking, 6
p.m.. closed, ladies meeting,
smoking,8 p.m.. open, smoking.
Thursday, 8 p.m. closed, smoking. big book meeting; Friday.
12 noon, Open. no smoking,
lunchtime meeting, 8 p.in, open,
smoking. Newcomers; Saturday.
10 a.m., open. no-smoking, 8
p.m. open, no-smoking, speaker
meeting. last Saturday in the

month at 8 p.m. "Eat-n-Meet''
potluck.
Closed meetings are for people who think they have a problem with alcohol and want to
give it up. Open meetings are for
anyone who wants to attend an
AA meeting.
For information, call Mitch at
753-9320, Chuck at 436-2552 or
Dixie at 873-8172.

Jack Hamilton, former owner of Paris Livesock Sales,
is now open for business at his new location:

1790 County Home Rd.,Paris TN

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
for
Thursday, Dec. 9, 2010:
This year, you say what you
mean, and others respond to
your words. You also might purchase new toys that involve
communication, from cars to
computers. Make sure that you
are making sound decisions for
you in the long run. Take time for
neighbors and siblings. Visit
more often. If you are single, you
meet people with ease. You
might even find yourself dating
more than one person. Enjoy. If
you are attached, the two of you
might opt to take a class together or develop a new hobby.
AQUARIUS comes up with wild
ideas.

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4Positive, 3-Average; 2-So-so; 1 Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** Home in on the bottom
line with a partner_ If you are
feeling weary or tired, know that
it has been a stressful week in
many ways. Others respond in
kind to a goodwill gesture. Let
someone explain him- or herself,
even if you aren't interested.
Tonight_ Dinner for two.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** You have different ideas

(off 218 Bypass)

ES*

Get a 2x2 two
weeks for 4150

270 703.4005
Jcililiny 0 Eir. 111

OPEN FOR BUSINESS AT A NEW LOCATION

.he

0 BRYAN TRf F
& DEBRIS

210 703-1021

%swig
309 Woodlawn 3BR,
2BA.
new
decor
$77.900 474-2520

411

$anta $avings

CHASE Futrell LawnCare. 8yrs. exp.
293-8814

2000
Chevrole
Silverado
Z71
Extended Cab, 4x4
$6.900 270-970-8416

ity

Center

OR

IOXIO $25

3 & 4BR Houses
Available.
C/H/A.
Various
Locations.
Coleman RE
270-753-9898

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

Lots For Mir

ANDRUS Excavating
and Septic Systems.

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES

Corner Of Ills. & larndok.

VICTORIAN one bedroom 5 miles from
Murray in Lynn Grove
area Newly
remodeled. Large deck
with great view W/D.
refrigerator,
stove.
Very quiet. All utilities
paid including electric.
$600/mo plus deposit.
270-492-8211

Resift

1.4 hirthal
1110' I au
II ilixiflIl AdvertpunF requirr
moil, "Intact NAA lounwl
Kin.'!' stilam,1701) mit Moo

WAREHOUSES

1BR, Lease & Deposit
No Pets' 270-753
0728, 270-994-3308
2BR, 1BA, 5min North
of Murray, no pets
759-4826

r 16

11111111111.li

111.0
advertiwd an
allabl. 1,11 an equal ltportt,
no. ba...
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Houses For Rent

20

141,
411, aft /11.frk

KEY MINI

ULTIMATE 2BR, 2BA
APARTMENT!
Complete with latest
appliances, beautiful
carport & shaded patio.
Central gas heat and
air. Excellent location
from university and
shopping
district_
$630/mo with small
pets. 270-753-3018
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Disc I, King FcJi

r & Times

Ile buys dairy and beef cattle. cows, bulls,
yearlings or calves, any color. daily at the
door. Please come by, have a cup of collet'
and talk the cattle market.
For more information call 731-642-6572 or 731-336-2485

.

/V hicinellse Mar
from others. Give those around
you the courtesy of weighing
their ideas and what they think.
You might be surprised by how
different yet valid their perspectives are. Tonight: Burning the
candle at both ends.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Deal directly with others at a distance. If you need to
call in an expert, don't challenge
this person. Your questions need
to be phrased most politely.
unless you want a firestorm.
Positive news allows for a new
direction. Tonight: Make plans
for a day outing_
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** Defer to others, knowing full well your limits. Someone
whom you consider yourself to
be close to steps up to the plate
Gain a better understanding
through a chat with a loved one.
Vulnerability can open many
doors_ Tonight: GO with another's
suggestion.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Others come forward
and
express
their ideas.
Someone also might have an
ulterior motive for approaching
you. Investigate new possibilities. What a change for you'
Tonioht. Decide which offer
Sounds best.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Dive into a project with a

loll

335.00
.S63.00
$110.00

gthisi J1 tic 1
$1.00 or Less!

IsIl

Ions
.$75.00
.596.00
;145.00

6reat Stocking
staffers!

New Store

Home Decor, Greeting Cards. Party s
-upplies.
Board Games. Toys, & So Much More!

Hours

s•
4

Thurs. I Oam-6pm

Next to
Trends N Treasures

Fri. 1 Oam-6pm
Sat. I Oam-4prn

I 3060 64 1 South
X.1

past nc44!

Haley, female. one year,
domestic short hair
gray and white mix
SHFITIR HOURS: MON.-FM. 10 AM-4 PM • SAT. 10 AM-1 PM
Ii
t
7.• .0
Murray-( alloway County Animal Shelter
at (270) 759-4141
Bandit, one year old. male
Basso Hound/Rotiv.eilei Mix

Murray. KY

attitude.
Others
rTsspitolvned. A conversation that
concerned you and you thought
could be difficult goes off without
a hitch! The extra care you put
into a relationship pays ott
Tonight Squeeze in some exer
cise.

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Honor a commitment to
change directions and approach
someone in a more upbeat man
nor. Careful -- you might have a
tendency to lavish money ill
over the place Tonight Hid the
night away.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** If you think staying home
or a home-based business could
be more effective. investigate
that possibility. If you are feeling
cramped, you Just might want to
take the day off and do what you
absolutely want to do Tonight
Order in.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dee. 21)
***** You could go way
overboard as you attempt to let
someone know where you are
coming from. Envision what you
want and expect Being unusually gracious wouldn't hurt. either.
In the long run, it is the right way
to go. Tonight. Hang with your
friends.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Curb a need to use
money as a measure of others.
Actually, if you detach, you can
see that many people have a lot
to offer. Walk away from your
value system for at least a day.
Understand that everyone has
limits ronight Buy a treat on the
way homt•
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Stop and take a
breath. Look around. You might
notice an easing off of tension
that allows greater give-andtake. Your ability to anchor in on
your priorities and convince others to go along emerges.
Tonight: Your winning smile says

itall
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Understand that by pulling
back, you'll have greater giveand-take. Gather information.
Call someone at a distance
whom you care about. You discover how good you can feel by
not acting out. Tonight: Make
weekend plans.
BORN TODAY
Actor Kirk Douglas (1916)

.111 •
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WINN Back
Ten years ago
No cause has been determined
tor the fire that severely
damaged the George Weaks Community Center. The origin is
believed
to be on the second floor around
a stairwell that had been
boxed
off and used for storage.
Michael Lovett was the guest
soloist at the November brunch
Of Christian Women of Murray.
Calloway County
Middle
School students Ashley Bogard.
Whitney Hendon, Emily Lasater
and Cassie Fischer demonstrated
their showcase, "E-pals Down
Under" at the Regional Technology Showcase held at Murray State
University Curris Center.
Twenty years ago
Walter Byars, who is retiring
from the Calloway County School
Board after 16 years of service,
was honored with a reception
Thursday night at Southwest Calloway Elementary School.
The Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce is considering one four-lane road project near Murray. Four projects
that come to the forefront for
this need arc four-laning Kentucky 121 north to Mayfield; fourlaning Kentucky 94 cast to Cadiz;
four-lining Kentucky 121 south
to the Kentucky-Tennessee border; and tour-lining U.S. MI south
to the Kentucky-Tennessee border_
Thirty years ago
Renovation of Wrather Hall,
Murray State University's oldest
building which is planned for use
as a museum, is nearly complete.
Published is a picture of the
new 10-unit T-hangar at MurrayCalloway County Airport.
Pat Miller. Roberta Tarry, Marcella Rung, Barbara Rogers and
Harry Cartwright are pictured decorating the Murray An Guild for
its annual holiday open house,
Calloway County High School
girl's basketball team beat Fulton City in a game at Jeffrey
Gym.
Recently reported births include

a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Sherrill
Hicks.
Forty years ago
The homes of the Hilman Outland family at Almo and of the
Harold Anderson family on the
Old Concord and Cherry Corner
Road were destroyed by fire last
night.
The Murray-Calloway County
Senior Citizens Club will have
its Christmas party at the educational building of the First United Methodist Church on Friday.
Dec. 11, at noon.
Recently reported births include
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Ted Lovett.
The Baptist Women of the
Flint Baptist Church observed the
week of prayer for foreign missions with programs being held
each day starting Monday. Nov.
30.
Fifty years ago
Eighty-nine girls, members of
the junior and senior choruses of
Murray High School, will present -The Song of Christmas" at
the joint meeting of the PTA
tonight in the school auditorium.
Mrs. Howard Olila is the director.
Cal:oway County is listed as
having a population of 20,972
and the city of Murray as 9,303.
according to the advance report
of the census for 1960.
Postznister Ed Fenton advises
everyone to get their stamps early
and to mail Christmas cards and
parcels now to avoid the last
minute rush.
Sixty years ago
Calloway County had a mixture of weather yesterday. After
a steady rain for a day and night,
a cold wave moved over the
county and turned the rain into
sleet and snow.
Donald S. Brumbaugh and
Daniel Kenneth Johnston of Murray have completed work at Indiana University. Bloomington.
Brumbaugh got his director of
Physical Education degree and
Johnston got his M.S. degree in
Education.

Seniors still enjoying sex
feels no desire to brag
DEAR ABBY: I am an 80year-old woman, happily married
for 51 years. The other day, my
hairdresser (in her 20s) asked me
about my sex life with my husband! I feel this is a private matter and none oc her business, but
I didn't want to sound rude_ Can
you think of a snappy answer to
such a personal question?
STILL
IN
LOVE WITH
MY
HUSBAND
DEAR
STILL
IN
LOVE: Your
hairdiesser
appears
to
have
been
sniffing too
much
By Abigail
hairspray, which
Van Buren
has
addled
her judgment The response to her
impertinent question should have
been to say with a smile, "Honey,
you'll just have to wait until you're
our age and find out for yourself."

Door Abby

ONNI.

DEAR ABBY: 1 am a happily single 22-year-old male. My
boss, who is happily married, is
extremely enthusiastic about finding me a woman. He is aware
that I am OK with being single,
but he feels it is his duty to find
me a girlfriend.
At first, it was only slightly
irritating. However, this matchmaker game has gotten out of hand.
It has escalated into him printing
up fliers with my photo on them,
inviting women to sign up for a
date with me. What should I do
about this? -- CONTENT BACHELOR IN MISSOURI
DEAR CONTENT BACHELOR: Take the bull by the horns
and do what you should have
done in the beginning. Tell your
boss firmly that you arc happy
U a single person, that when you
decide to settle down you won't
need anyone's help, and you want

Today le listorv
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, Doc. 8,
the 342nd day of 2010. 'There are
23 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Dec. 8, 1941, the United
States entered World War II as
Congress declared war against
Japan, a day after the attack on
Pearl Harbor.
On this date:
In 1776, during the Revolutionary War. Gen. George Washington's retreating army crossed
the Delaware River from New
AI3 Y 131 ti

Jersey into Pennsylvania.
In 1854, Pope Pius IX proclaimed the Catholic dogma of
the Immaculate Conception, which
holds that Mary, the mother of
Jesus, was free of original sin
from the moment of her own conIn 1863, President Abraham
Lincoln announced his plan for
the Reconstruction of the South.
In 1940, the Chicago Bears
defeated the Washington Redskins,
73-0, in the NFL Championship
Game, which was carried on net-

work radio for the first time by
the Mutual Broadcasting System
(the announcer was Red Bather).
In 1960, NBC broadcast a new,
color videotape version of the TV
special -Peter Pan" starring Mary
Martin.
In 1980, rock star John Lennon
was shot to death outside his New
York City apartment building by
an apparently deranged fan.
In 1982. a man demanding an
end to nuclear weapons held the
Washington Mor.ument hostage,
threatening to blow it up.
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Is spinal CT the answer'?

DEAR DR. GOTT: My friend
told me about a recent news program on television regarding early
the matchmaking stopped. To say
detection for lung cancer through
that what your boss has done is
X-ray. I missed it because I was
inappropriate is an understatement.
visiting my father, who is in a
And if it doesn't stop, it is unwelcome conduct of a sexual nature
nursing home. but I would love
-- and could qualify as harassto know what this new testing is
ment.
all about. Can you fill me in on
the details?
DEAR ABBY: "Louise" and
DEAR
have been married three years.
READER: I
We me( in another state and I
believe the
relocated to take a job. I protesting
you
posed to Louise after the move,
are referring
and she accepted knowing this
is spiral comwould be where we live_
puted tomogEvery summer my life becomes
raphy (SCT).
hell. Louise gets angry about the
These scans
smallest things and picks fights
are now being
frequently. This is in advance of
performed as
all the grandkids birthdays that
a means of
occur in August. As the summer
early detecwinds down, angry turns to weepy
tion for lung
and sullen. She mentions 'movcancer in peoBy
ing back for good,' "I hate it
who
Dr. Peter Gott ple
here," "Quit your job and take
smoke or did
less money."
in the past. Within 12 to 20 secAbby, I have a great job, and
onds, the machine rotates around
have told Louise to fly home as
the patient and creates images that
often as she wants. This scenario
are reconstructed into a threerepeats each summer and increasdimensional model of the lungs.
es in intensity. I know I'm going
The National Cancer Society
to wake up one day and not have
is conducting a study that should
a wife, because it seems her only
answer questions as to whether a
solution is to move back.
chest X-ray or spiral CT can lower
I didn't like anything about the
death rates from lung cancer. Evistate we came from and was glad
dence from several studies indito leave. I moved there for my
cates that the spiral CT can detect
first wife and lost out on 14 years
small cancers not detected on stanof things I loved to do. I'm bitdard chest X-rays.
ter about it to this day. I'm hapOf the people tested, up to 60
pier here. I have no answer to
percent will have abnormalities that
this problem that is acceptable to
arc not cancerous_ They are simLouise. Please help. -- MY WIFE
ply benign nodules. UnfortunateOR MY LIFE IN TEXAS
ly, this can put the person on an
DEAR WIFE/LIFE: If ever I
emotional roller coaster, not to
heard of a couple who needed
mention the radiation exposure.
mediation services, it's you and
Beyond that, the disadvantage of
Louise. Whether the answer to
the CT is that about 25 percent
your problems is divorce, or Louise
living part of the year near her
of those tested may produce false
grandchildren, is something only
positive results, meaning that a
the two of you can negotiate -person might be considered to
if it's even economically feasible.
have lung cancer when in fact he
If you love each other enough.
or she doesn't. When a problem
you can work out a compromise,
is suspected, the patient will likeand that's what I'm hoping you
ly be scheduled for a biopsy or
can do in a caring way and withtreatment and perhaps even unnecout anger.

essary invasive surgery. a proce
dure that can reduce pulmonary
function. And that has nothing to
do with the fact that many insurance companies will not recognize the cost of the CT, which
will likely he close to $1,000. I
can already imagine readers saying they will gladly pay this amount
to avoid the tortuous niedication
and side effects they might lace.
and I can fully appreciate that
view.
Lung cancer is the leading cause
of cancer-related death in the linked States. Perhaps that is why
more and more hospitals across
the country are using spiral CT
for this very purpose, even before
knowing study results.
If you are a smoker, the most
effective means of prevention is
to stop. This addiction, as with
alcohol, drugs and countless other
issues, is not an easy one to
break. Tap into a local support
group, and speak with your doctor about over-the-counter patches, gums. inhalers or prescription
medications to get you through
the initial stages of withdrawal_
'There is help, and the benefits
are well worth it. If you are inter
estei in Joining a clinical trial,
go te www.cancergovichnicaltri
als.
Then ask your doctor whether
spiral CT is right for you. About
60 percent of the hospitals across
the United States own this type
of machine. It is said that early
detection can reduce lung-cancer
mortality by 20 percent. That's
impressive_
To provide related information.
I am sending you a copy of my
Health Report "Pulmonary Disease." Other readers who would
like a copy should send a selfaddressed stamped No. 10 envelope and a $2 check or money
order payable to Newsletter and
mailed to Newsletter, P.O. Box 167.
Wickliffe, OH 44092-0167. Be sure
to mention the title or pnnt an
order form off my website at
www.AskDrCiottMD.com.

•
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Dr. Gott
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Mots From BMWs

Cleaning
the Cutting
Board
Dear
Heloise:
How can I
odorize/sanitize
my
WOODEN
CUTTING
BOARD? It
reeks of onions. Do I just toss
it? -- A Reader, via e-mail
Hot, soapy water is your
best friend when cleaning cutting boards. Wash each time
you use it, rinse, air-dry and
finish drying with paper toweling, since dish towels may
have some germs. According
to the U.S. Department of Agriculture, to sanitize, use 1 tablespoon of unscented chlorine
bleach in a gallon of water.
Carefully pour the mixture over
the board and let it sit for
several minutes. Rinse and dry
with paper towels if you need
to.
An cco-friendly way to
remove odors and clean one,
especially wood? Sprinkle with
plain old salt and rub with
half a lemon, lime, grapefruit
or orange. Wash with hot, soapy

by
Woke

water, rinse and dry.
Here's a hint from the
USDA: "All plastic and wooden cutting boards wear out over
time. Once cutting boards
become excessively worn or
develop hard-to-clean grooves,
they should be discarded." -Heloise
PS.: If you have any questions, the USDA can be reached
toll-free at 1-888-674-6854.
Representatives are available
to answer questions Monday
through Friday from 10 a.m.
to 4 p.m. Eastern time.
SEND A GREAT HINT
TO:
Heloise
5000
H
p.o
elp Box
79
San Antonio,TX 78279-5000
E-mail:
Heloise@Heloise.com
APPLESAUCE FOR OIL
Dear Heloise: Can applesauce be used instead of cooking oil in baking cakes?
Nella Dean Osborne, via email
Yes! Applesauce is a great
substitute for oil, and it is a
ratio, meaning you can
substitute 1 cup of applesauce
for I cup of oil. It's best to
start off by substituting half

of the oil in a recipe with
applesauce first. Applesauce
will make the cake sweeter
and softer than oil typically
does. If you like the way the
cake tastes, then next time try
upping the amount a little. Some
cake-mix boxes even have suggestions for low-tat and nocholesterol alternatives. Applesauce is not going to be as
good in cookies unless you
like cookies to have a cakelike consistency. Happy baking! -- Heloise
CHOCOLATE PUMPKIN
BROWNIES
Dear Heloise: I read your
response about the difference
in chocolate cake mixes and was
reminded about a brownie
recipe. Thoroughly mix one
box of brownie mix and a 15ounce can of pumpkin (NOTHING ELSE -- Heloise). Bake
according to package directions. I add a cup of chopped
pecans, walnuts or mixed nuts,
and for special occasions 1 add
some chopped fresh cherries.
-- Carl Reicherzer in San Antonio
We tested this, and all love
it! It was tudgelike, with no
pumpkin taste! -- Heloise
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1
7
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37
39
43
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PHONE LINe5

Creche depiction
High cards
Strict boss
Be thrifty
Choice
Hearty dish
Radio nuisance
Ailing
Theater worker
Nabokov novel
Corporate drone's place
Drill need
Simile center
Bullring call
Boulder setting
Pot cover
Patriot Allen
Some poems
Lorraine language
Tibet setting
Pencil end
Component
Venus Williams' sister
Fencing weapon
Like some jackets

33
35
36
37
38
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41
42

Chicago airport
Egg setting
Ship staff
Big galoot
Maple output
Spot
Conclusion
Singer Charles
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15 A DIME..
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6
7
8
9
10
16
17
18
19
21
22
24
25
30

Hit show letters
Bar fixture
Quantity: Abbr.
Like many winter days
Burglar's take
Writer Ferber
St. Francis' home
Get the sniffles
Holiday lead-in
Stitch
Brass band members
Buffalo NHLer
Blockhead
Become lit
J.R.'s mother
Oboe parts
"Deathtrap" star
Try out
Dojo activity
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